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ABSTRACT 

The author compiled linguistic evidence related to 

the hypothesis that Basque and the Caucasian languages are 

phylogenetically related. 

Before presentation of this evidence, a discussion 

of the major methods employed in establishing ancient 

genetic relationships is included. The comparative method, 

the lexicostatistical method, and the typological method 

are studied in some detail. 

After the treatment of the techniques most fre

quently employed by linguists in comparative studies, the 

facts pertaining to the hypothesis that Basque and Caucasian 

are genetically related are presented. The work of those 

linguists interested in this topic is reviewed and dis

cussed under the methodological headings introduced earlier. 

For example, the contributions of Lafon and Bouda are 

listed under the comparative method; the work of Tovar is 

considered under the lexicostatistical method; and the 

research of de Rijk and Tovar is included under the 

typological method. 

The evidence gathered from the application of 

these methods is inconclusive. The work done within the 

framework of the comparative method has gone as far as 

postulating some sound correspondences between Basque and 
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Caucasian which have not yet "been properly accounted for. 

The lexicostatistical studies do not show a high percentage 

of cognates, but this is to be expected due to the time 

depth of the alleged genetic relationship. The typological 

research does not conflict with the hypothesis of genetic 

affiliation, but again, is insufficient proof of the pro

posed phylogeny. 

The term "Caucasian languages," as used in this 

study, is defined, and is accompanied by a listing of these 

languages and a map showing where they are spoken. There 

is also a brief linguistic description of these languages. 

Aspects of the Basque language are described, and 

a map plus a listing of the dialects is included. Attempts 

at establishing affiliations between Basque and languages 

or language families other than Caucasian are mentioned. 

One chapter is devoted exclusively to non-linguistic 

factors, examining at length the very unusual blood-type 

distribution of the Basques. This is then compared with 

the distributions found among the Caucasian peoples. 

In the conclusion the author attempts to weigh the 

case for a Basque-Caucasian relationship in view of the 

data presented throughout the study. It appears that the 

evidence is suggestive of a Basque-Caucasian genetic 

affiliation, but there is a need for firmer proof to be 

presented before the hypothesis can be referred to as a 

fact. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to further knowledge of 

the prehistory of the Basque language by examining and sub

jecting to critical evaluation the most promising of the 

many proposals concerning its genetic affiliation with other 

Old World language families. It appears that the most prom

ising proposal is the Basque-Caucasian hypothesis. Some 

others will be considered in Chapter 2, notably hypotheses 

concerning Basque and Iberian, and Basque and Hamito-

Semitic . 

Here and throughout this study the notion "genetic 

affiliation" and other synonymous expressions will be used 

in the linguistic sense that two or more languages are said 

to be genetically related if they are the diverged descend

ants of a common ancestral language. 

Linguists have developed certain techniques and 

methods for the discovery, establishment, and proof of genet

ic relationship between languages. Thus an important aspect 

of this study will be methodological; the methodology of 

establishing ancient genetic affiliations will be of partic

ular concern. For let this be clear at the outset: What

ever the wider genetic affiliations of Basque, they are not 

1 
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obvious upon mere inspection such as are, say, the obvious 

relations among and between the Germanic, the Romance, and 

the Slavic languages. 

Methods for Establishing Ancient 
Genetic Affiliations 

It is always satisfactory to attempt classifica

tions, and linguistics is no exception to this rule; in 

fact, some of the most successful results achieved in lin

guistics have been the outcome of classification efforts. 

Throughout the history of linguistic science there have been 

many methods or techniques which have been employed in an 

effort to attain the clarity and organization derived from 

language classifications; however, in this study not all of 

these shall be discussed, but simply the most successful 

and well-known. One of the reasons for this is that 

"Progress in scholarship, in this field as in others, has in 

great part lain in clarifying concepts and in sharpening 

distinctions between theoretically separate but factually 

related methods, rather than in inventing entirely new 

modes of approach" (Robins 1973:3)- The advantages of clas

sification notwithstanding, reality is not always sharply 

clear-cut and categories tend to overlap while boundaries 

become blurred. 

It is customary when making language classifications 

to first distinguish between those methods which are 



diachronic and those which are synchronic. Additionally, 

and of special importance to this study, not all classifi

cations will help to establish an ancient genetic affilia

tion, although they may sometimes imply them. 

Diachronic Methods 

Of all the diachronic methods which have been em

ployed, the most successful in terms of determining genetic 

affiliations is unquestionably the comparative method. 

Although it cannot totally be divorced from synchrony (the 

first step is, after all, to examine the present vocabulary), 

it is of diachronic nature because of the processes and 

implications involved. Ultimately, this method will begin 

to search into the past for what the languages being com

pared must have been like, and culminate in the establish

ment of a hypothetical ancestor language from which the 

modern daughter languages have evolved through time. This 

method will be dealt with in Chapter 3• 

A second method which will come under the diachronic 

heading is lexicostatistics; its alternate name, glotto-

chronology, better explains the implications of its concern 

with time. Although it may be considered a modern offshoot 

of the more traditional comparative method, it is not as 

widely respected as the technique from whence it came. 

Whereas no one would question the results of a thorough and 

responsible study using the comparative method, the results 
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obtained by lexicostatistics alone have not enjoyed such 

confidence in terms of allegedly demonstrated genetic affil

iations. This method will be dealt with extensively later 

in this study in Chapter 4. 

One method which is quite well-known but which shall 

not be studied here in depth is the areal classification of 

languages. This method resists cataloguing under either a 

diachronic or synchronic heading. It is really a combina

tion of the two. The underlying assumption is that languages, 

through time, influence each other if they are in enduring 

contact; yet they are also researched from the present-day 

perspective. The contact that languages have had through 

time explains why certain languages share certain features 

and why "... groups of geographically contiguous languages 

are linked by specific shared structural isoglosses in spite 

of their belonging to different language families estab

lished on the basis of genealogical relationship" (Bynon 

1977:2^6). 

Crucial to the understanding of this method is 

Johannes Schmidt's "wave theory" which "... introduced 

the horizontal dimensions new linguistic features were said 

to develop in some given place and spread from there side

ways to neighboring dialects and languages, losing momentum 

as they moved further away from their place of origin" 

(Winter 1973:136). In an attempt to explain the kind of 
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association involved over many years of borrowing back and 

forth, Trubetzkoy coined the term St>rachbund for languages 

which were grouped together areally. 

It is for these reasons that this method cannot be 

included in a study of Basque and Caucasian; they are not 

geographically contiguous areas and thus cannot possibly 

have an areal type of relationship. An areal study could be 

carried out by comparing Basque with its neighbors, among 

them Spanish and French, but there is no claim to any type 

of genealogical affiliation with these. 

Synchronic Methods 

Typological linguistics, in its idealized version, 

is perhaps the only methodology which is sometimes used for 

genealogical classifications and which can also be listed 

under this heading. Sociolinguistic studies of intra-

language variation are also largely synchronic, but they are 

not used to determine genetic affiliations. 

The goal of the typological technique is simply to 

look at languages as they exist now, and to make comparisons 

among them according to certain typological indices. Yet 

the historical aspect is not always separated from the 

issue; there are relevant queries with regard to what the 

typology of its neighbors is, and whether time and neigh

boring pressures have caused changes in the typology. How

ever, as it shall be seen later, the proponents of 
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typological classifications caution against placing too 

much trust in implications of genetic unity derived from 

these methods. Typological comparison will "be discussed 

further in Chapter 5-

With knowledge of all these methods in hand one 

would be able, not only to see how Basque compared to 

Caucasian, "but also to compare these investigations with 

respect to what traditional comparative historical linguis

tics demanded of its methods. It remains an unchallenged 

fact that the method par excellence is the comparative 

method, none of the other techniques produces unequivocal 

results. However, this does not mean that other variations 

of methodologies may not prove useful either as a point of 

departure or as a finishing touch. 

The questions then that need to be answered are as 

follows: What methods or techniques have been followed by 

supporters of a Basque-Caucasian hypothesis? How rigorously 

have they applied the methods? How unbiased has their crit

ical judgment been? And finally, what light does all this 

shed on the crucial question of whether Basque and Caucasian 

are phylogenetically related? 

A Note on "Caucasian Languages" 

It is important to clarify from the start exactly 

what is meant by Caucasian languages in this study. It does 

not, for example, include all the languages spoken by the 



so-called "Caucasian race," and it does not include, either 

all the languages spoken in the area between the Black and 

Caspian Seas, for if such were the case, Armenian (an Indo-

European language), among others, would need to be included 

What is here meant by the term Caucasian languages are the 

other non-Indo-European, non-Turkic, and non-Semitic lan

guages of the area which have not been proven to belong to 

any other language family. 

Now, this in itself leads to confusion, for there 

are many such languages, between 3° and kO of them, accord

ing to different classifications. These, in turn, are 

variously conceived by different scholars, some, like 

Deeters (1963), were convinced of their genetic unity; 

others, like Kuipers (19&3)» are n0"t so sure. The present 

author will adopt the position of Gamkrelidze and Gudava 

(1979) who include all the Caucasian languages in their dis 

cussion and yet do not fail to point out that the genetic 

unity of the Northern ones with the Southern ones has yet 

to be proven in a linguistically scientific way. 

With respect to this problem there is tied another; 

only Georgian has its own writing system, and there are 

discrepancies even with it when romanized by different 

scholars. Therefore, in an effort to make the various 

transliterations more understandable, a chart of the dif

ferent diacritics used will be included in Chapter 6. In 
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this chapter the comparative method, as applied to Basque 

and Caucasian, is discussed at length. 

Chapter 7 considers the lexicostatistical work done 

with respect to the languages under consideration. Chapter 

8 takes up the typological studies in the field. 

In Chapter 9 a series of non-linguistic evidence 

is presented with an attempt at evaluating its usefulness 

with respect to the hypothesis of a Basque and Caucasian 

genetic affiliation. The conclusions are presented in 

Chapter 10. 



CHAPTER 2 

BASQUE: A GENETIC ISOLATE 

Much has been written about the Basque language 

and its relationship with other languages; in fact, 

Schuchardt is reported to have said that Basque was the 

most compared of all languages in the world. The reason 

probably lies in the fact that it is the only living 

language in Western Europe which has not been classified 

into any language family. Can it be shown, scientifi

cally and without doubt, that Basque belongs to a certain 

language family? Or has this question shown itself to be 

unanswerable? Perhaps it would be better to leave matters 

as they are, to accept without hesitation that Basque is 

a genetic isolate. Yet the issue is taunting, and curi

osity begs to be satisfied. 

The attempts made at establishing genetic affilia

tions between Basque and other language families have 

been numerous. Basque has been associated with Iberian, 

the Caucasian languages, the Hamito-Semitic languages, 

Uralic, Altaic, Japanese, Etruscan, Burushaski, and 

Chukchi, to name the most popular proposals. However, 

it is the view of Michelena (196^) and others that 

of all these theories only three should be given serious 

9 



consideration: the Basque-Iberian hypothesis, the Basque 

and Hamito-Semitic hypothesis, and the Basque-Caucasian 

hypothesis. This study will focus on the evidence which 

has "been presented in favor of the last of these; never

theless , a few words on the other two are worthy of inclu

sion, even if they are not the most widely preferred 

theories of linguistic scholars of today. 

Limits of the Basque Language 

The Basque language of today is spoken in- a much 

smaller area than in the past. According to Lafon (1970), 

the present area is approximately 170 kilometers from west 

to east, and about 6,0 kilometers from north to south; more 

or less 6,^+50 square kilometers in Spanish territory and 

2,800 in French territory (see Fig. 1). 

The area where it is spoken in Spanish territory 

extends from the eastern part of Vizcaya (roughly from 

the Nervion river), throughout most of Guipuzcoa, some 

areas of Alava, and in Navarra north of Pamplona. 

In French territory, about half of the De'partement 

des Basses Pyrenees (now called Pyrenees Atlantiques) 

speaks Basque, the Adour river being the northernmost 

boundary. Basque is not spoken in Bayonne, nor in 

Biarritz. The eastern limits extend to Mauleon and Tardets. 



IhWhto 

flWPWH* 

M/ mztir limits 
hot uM»rs (« iecoik) bv lafwi,hh b) 

Fig. 1 . Present and past limits of the 
Basque language. 
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Basque has lost a great deal of territory in the 

last several centuries, especially in Alava and Navarra 

(Ugalde 1977s1^5)• 

Lafon is of the opinion that Basque is a continua

tion of the language of the Aquitanians and the Vasconians 

and thus he can claim that 2,000 years ago "Basque was 

spoken from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, in the 

Pyrenees and in the plains below, and even, at least in 

some scattered places, close to the Rhone Valley" (Lafon 

1972b:1784). 

This claim is based mainly on evidence of place 

names which are Basque. There were two cities which marked 

the limits: to the west, Ovarzun (between the border with 

French territory and San Sebastian), and to the east, close 

to the Mediterranean coast, Iliberri. which means 'new 

city1 (between Perpignan and the border with Spanish terri

tory) . There are also some 300 names of divinities, 

persons, and populations in the territories of Aquitania, 

Aude, and Gard (Lafon 1972b:1783). All of the area of 

present-day Navarra was occupied by the Vasconians, and 

is thus also considered to have been Basque-speaking. 

There are other intriguing facts that have yet to 

be explained. For example, there was another Iliberri 

which stood in the present site of Granada, and in 

Catalonia a stone has been found which includes the 



compound word laurbeles which in Basque means 'black 

lord* (Lafon 1972b: 1783). 

A Basque is called an euskaldun 'one who possesses 

Euskara' ("the Basque language). It is difficult to deter

mine how many speakers of the language there really are, 

a frequently mentioned figure is 600,000 (Ugalde 1977*• 1^5)» 

but to these must be added the Basques who came to the New 

World and kept their language, perhaps adding up to a 

total of three-quarters of a million worldwide. 

In spite of a decrease in the number of Basque 

speakers, there is reason to be optimistic about the sur

vival of the language; there is at present a very intensive 

campaign to teach Euskara Batua, a standardized, unified 

version of the language, to Basques and non-Basques alike. 

(Some families have learned it so well that it is the only 

language spoken in the home and children acquire it as a 

first language.) Through these efforts, due in part to 

a more favorable political climate, the downward trend in 

numbers of Basque speakers might soon be reversed. 

Basque and Iberian 

It was only natural that an effort was made to 

associate Basque with Iberian, for there are inscriptions 

found in the area which show similarities with the Basque 

language. Lafon tells us that the Iberian inscriptions 

which we possess are dated from about the fourth or fifth 



century B.C. to the "beginning of the Christian era. Most 

of the signs used in these inscriptions are of Greek 

origin, some may be Semitic, and the provenance of others 

is not known (1972bs1784). 

The Iberian inscriptions are thought to represent 

several languages, but because they have yet to be de

ciphered, it is not known exactly which languages they 

represent or whether there are any living descendants of 

any of them. Michelena (1964) believes that the Iberian 

system was used to write Iberian proper and also Celto-

Iberian; the latter was an Indo-European language and its 

relationship with Basque is not in question at this time. 

From what can be ascertained, there are some in

teresting similarities between Basque and Iberian: The 

phonemes are very alike, for example, a simple /r/ and 

a trilled /r/; some morphemes appear to be common to both 

languages, not only in the canonical forms but also in 

their morphology, for example, the suffix -ar or -tar, 

which is used to indicate the place of origin of a 

person. However, Michelena is of the opinion that if 

Basque were a descendant of one of the languages repre

sented in the Iberian inscriptions, then Basque would 

surely aid in the decipherment process, but this has not 

been so. The inscriptions can be read out loud, but 

their meaning is still a mystery to us. Even though 



there are some forms which appear to be very similar to 

some Basque words of today, there is nothing to guarantee 

that they have the same meaning. Some of these forms 

are dadula. ecusi. banekarsie (Lafon 19^7*37) and argi 

'light1, 'clear', beltz 'black', lagun 'companion', 

osaba 'uncle' (Michelena 196^:170). 

Schuchardt attempted to reconstruct an Iberian 

declension (I907) which he thought to have discovered in 

the inscriptions. Some of the factors which he believed 

proved this were an active -k ending (as in the Basque 

ergative) and a genitive plural -ken which would correspond 

to the genitive plural -aken of some Basque dialects. 

Uhlenbeck accepts most of Schuchardt's proposals, but 

wonders whether the declension in question is not a 

remnant of a language spoken in the area before the 

Iberian invasion (Lafon 19^7*38). 

Basque and Hamito-Semitic 

Schuchardt was one of the first to pose the theory 

of a Basque and Hamito-Semitic connection, perhaps because 

he believed that Iberian was related genetically to the 

Hamito-Semitic group and also that Basque was related to 

Iberian. Schuchardt did not limit himself to the Hamito-

Semitic family, he went further and included comparisons 

with some of the Nilotic languages, principally Nubian 

(Lafon 19^7:152). 
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Uhlenbeck agreed with Schuchardt but also believed 

that the Hamito-Semitic languages were in turn related 

to the Caucasian languages. He felt that, because of this, 

it was difficult to discover the true origins of the 

similarities among all these languages. 

For Lafon there is no doubt that there was more 

than an accidental contact between Basque and Hamito-

Semitic, but he prefers to think that the Basque-Caucasian 

family was in some way in contact with the North African 

languages. 

Many of the resemblances noted between Basque and 

Hamito-Semitic are lexical; for example, Basque aker 'a 

buck', is compared to Berber iker. akar 'mutton' and 

Hebrew kar 'lamb'; Basque umerri 'lamb' is compared to 

Assyrian ummeri and Arabic immar of the same meaning 

(Tovar 1957'^2). 

Michelena, for one, does not see many of the re

semblances and finds explanations within Basque itself 

for many of these similarities; for example, he states 

that umerri• besides meaning 'lamb' also means 'a wool-

providing sheep of more than two years of age', in contrast 

to giberri which is a younger animal. He believes the word 

can be a compound of *uma-berri, literally, 'new brood' 

(Michelena 196^:17^). 

There are other grammatical similarities which 

have been pointed outs the possessive suffix -en of 



Basque also appears in Berber and Egyptian; the n which 

indicates first person singular, as in the Basque pronoun 

ni. is also found in the ni of the Semitic verb. However 

Michelena finds no parallelism in Basque (and Iberian) 

of the vocalic variation which is so characteristic of 

Hamito-Semitic languages (196^:173)• These reservations 

notwithstanding, it is interesting to note that Lopelmann 

in the Introduction to his etymological dictionary of 

Basque (1968), also has espoused the notion of a genetic 

relationship between Basque and Hamito-Semitic; like 

Uhlenbeck, however, Lopelmann apparently also believes in 

an ultimate prehistoric connection of Hamito-Semitic and 

Caucasian. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE COMPARATIVE METHOD 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the Neo-

graimnarians had established the all-important concept of 

the regularity of sound change and had studied the proc

ess in depth on an exclusively phonetic and phonological 

level, leaving to their concept of "analogy" the linking 

of phonology with grammar. The comparative method was 

built on these principles and it adopted a set of steps 

to be taken in order to establish that certain languages 

are genetically related to each other. The principles of 

sound change which were verifiable in the written history 

of the languages that had been studied were assumed to 

apply also to those stages of the languages which were 

less well attested or which were prehistoric. Hoenigswald 

defines the method succinctly: "The procedure whereby 

morphs of two or more sister languages are matched in 

order to reconstruct the ancestor language is known as 

the Comparative Method" (1960:119). As it shall be seen 

below, the technique demands a little more explaining, 

but for the moment, this definition may stand. 

18 
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The outcome of a thorough application of the com

parative method will result in a genealogical classifica

tion wherein there are families and sub-families, and 

the membership of each language within this framework is 

clearly defined. In fact, Meillet echoes the beliefs of 

many of its practitioners when he states: "The only 

linguistic classification which has value and utility is 

the genealogical classification" (Meillet 1938:53)• Not

withstanding this, though, he does recognize the fact that 

at times the procedure will not work: that the actual 

ancient genetic affiliation of certain languages cannot 

be satisfactorily demonstrated, that is to say, that the 

method has its limitations. 

Lexical and Morphological Resemblances 

Although in reality it is difficult to separate 

the processes of the comparative method into different 

stages, it would be necessary, nevertheless, to state 

that an initial look at the lexical domain is where one 

would most naturally begin. 

This initial search in the basic vocabulary (in 

general, "cultural" vocabulary carries far less weight 

because it is so subject to diffusion) of the languages 

which are to be compared should be careful and systematic. 

The object of the search is to find pairs of words (or 

groups of words if comparing many languages) which show 



both some similarity in sound and in meaning. The tenta

tive matchings at this point may also include morphemes, 

although it is natural to first discover word matchings 

because they are more obvious. 

However, if the relationship among the languages 

is very distant, the matchings will not appear as obvious 

as in more recently related languages. If, additionally, 

the languages are rich in affixes and enclitics, the 

similarities will only be seen by those who know the 

languages in question well and who can separate the bound 

grammatical elements from the basic lexical morphemes or 

words. 

It is always important to find matchings of both 

meaning and sound, but, if both are not evident, sound 

matchings should take precedence over those of meaning. 

Now this does not mean carte blanche in the semantic 

domain, the similarity in meaning need not be identical, 

but if the matchings appear to be totally incongruous, 

it is advisable to at least consider that the similarity 

in sound is the result of accident. 

Sound Correspondences 

Once the search of the vocabulary has been done 

and if resemblances in words and morphemes have been 

found, then the next step is to identify sound matchings 

that are systematic. This is to say that, among the 
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list produced by the initial search, there will "be several 

pairs of words which show the same sound matchings, for 

example, where initial /p/ in one language matches initial 

/f/ in another language. There may also be cases where 

one language shows one phoneme which matches several 

phonemes in another. (For more on this matter, see Chapter 

6, Sound Correspondences.) 

Finally, the sound matchings need to be satisfac

torily explained: In what environments do /p/ and /f/ 

match? Under what conditions do they correspond? What 

plausible set of divergent sound changes could account for 

their differences? If these questions can be answered 

systematically, then the matchings can be called sound 

correspondences, and by extrapolating, the initial words 

which showed such similarities, they can now be defensibly 

albeit still tentatively referred to as cognates. 

At this stage, speculation and conjecture may justi

fiably convert into a legitimate hypothesis about some sort 

of historical connection between the languages in question. 

It is then necessary to rule out the possibility that these 

matchings are the result of borrowing and areal contact. 

To assist in the process of eliminating the possi

bility, one may, at this point, apply what Diebold (personal 

communication, 1980) refers to as the "entrapment principle," 

whereby the cognates arrived at through the first two stages 
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are tested once again. The tests involve the. recognition 

that there are some grammatical structures that are less 

likely to have been borrowed: "One must remember that a 

genetic relationship among languages is not a relationship 

of words and formative elements in and of themselves, but 

that it is a relationship of systems" (Uhlenbeck 192^:587)• 

Following are the diagnostics suggested by Diebold, in 

order of decreasing value for surety of non-borrowing 

indications: 1) Suppletion; 2) Nonautomatic morphonologi-

cal indications; 3) High frequency inflexional affixes; 

b) Items in closely-knit paradigmatic sets, such as pro

nouns; and 5) High frequency derivational affixes. 

To summarize, if two or more languages have shown 

similarities in vocabulary (preferably basic); if sound 

correspondences become evident and prove to be systematic; 

and, if after applying the "entrapment principle" there 

appears more evidence of a historical relationship, then 

one is justified in stating that the type of historical 

relationship is indeed one of phylogeny. 

If one succeeds in achieving the goals of the 

first two stages, the culminating step is to achieve a 

reconstruction of the proto-language, the ancestral mother 

language whose modern daughter languages have been com

pared. 
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By examining the differences presented in the 

languages being compared, it is possible to postulate what 

the proto-language must have been. In this reconstruction 

the linguist seeks to show not only what the proto-language 

was like, but also what changes it underwent which can 

account for the divergences present in its daughters today. 

Internal Reconstruction 

According to Kuryiowicz, internal reconstruction 

". . . refers to new methods and aspects of reconstruction 

applied to the material of traditional comparative grammar" 

(1973:63). 

In Hoenigswald's view, the comparative method and 

internal reconstruction cannot be separated one from the 

other; he believes they are associated, not only formally, 

but also pragmatically, and that they "... curiously 

supplement each other in one particular respect: internal 

reconstruction serves to retrieve split processes but is 

powerless with respect to mere 'unconditional' mergers, 

while the comparative method is particularly effective 

with the latter" (1973:56). 

Yet internal reconstruction is not always regarded 

as a technique bf the comparative method, but is often 

considered a method in and of itself. The reason for this 

lies in the fact that at times there is no comparative 

material available; however, by studying synchronic 
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morphophonemics and dialect differentiation within one 

language, internal reconstruction is able to make diachronic 

inferences. 

Mass Comparison 

The methodology of language classification advocated 

"by Greenberg (19^3) and used by him for the languages of 

Africa is based on two main principles: sound-meaning 

resemblances and mass comparison versus isolated comparison. 

The first principle is that only resemblances in

volving both sound and meaning are relevant to this type 

of study. If forms are similar with respect to sound only 

or solely semantically alike, they are not to be considered. 

Once both phonetic and semantic resemblances are 

found, chance, sordid-symbolism, and borrowing must be 

considered as possible explanations for the facts. Sound-

symbolism is not difficult to eliminate, the sounds which 

animals make are widely represented in different languages 

with forms that are very much alike, and the same applies 

to the sounds of natural forces, such as thunder and 

lightning, winds, gushers, streams, and so forth. 

Greenberg is of the opinion that, if there is 

more than a 20% rate of resemblances between languages, 

then chance is to be discarded and an explanation sought 

in terms of either borrowing or genetic relationships. 

To segregate the borrowing factor from the situation, 



fundamental vocabulary must be examined, along with deri

vational, inflectional, and pronominal morphemes, all of 

which are least likely to be borrowed. Naturally, not 

all sound-meaning similarities are of equal value for 

historical purposes, but facts such as similar morph 

alternants in similar environments, especially if they are 

found in a great number of languages scattered over a wide 

geographical area, leave him no doubt as to the genetic 

relationship of the languages he is examining. 

The second principle on which Greenberg bases his 

classification is that of mass comparison versus isolated 

comparison. He points out how much more difficult it 

would be to find relationships between English and 

Hindustani, rather than the easier way of comparing the 

sub-families as a whole. He advocates looking at the 

facts from a broader perspective. 

When resemblances can be assembled which are re
current in many languages, which extend over 
vast and widely separated geographical areas and 
which encompass elements with morphological 
functions, pronouns, and the most stable parts 
of the vocabulary (most stable on a priori 
grounds and on the basis of our knowledge of 
areas with written records), then common origin 
is the only adequate explanatory hypothesis 
(1963:2). 

Greenberg does not feel that there is any conflict 

whatsoever between his methodology and the comparative 

method. His view is that his technique fits in well with 

the preliminary steps which are an essential part of the 
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comparative method, and that "... the very act of noting 

form-meaning resemblances involves notions of correspondence 

and reconstruction" (1957*^) • 

Finally, he adds support to his views on widespread 

comparison by stating that it is the oldest of all the 

techniques employed in attempting to establish remote gene

alogical relationships. He cites the work of Philip John 

von Strahlenberg, who, as early as 1730» accumulated results 

that were generally quite accurate, using descriptive 

material which was far from perfect (Greenberg 1957s^-3) • 

This particular study by Greenberg illustrates best the 

point made earlier about the blending of methods; he does 

not appear to have been unsuccessful with his idiosyncratic 

formula. 



CHAPTER k 

THE LEXICOSTATISTICAL METHOD 

In the middle of this century, a new technique was 

added to the traditional assemblage of Neogrammarian com

parative methodology; it has been variously received and 

utilized. The relevant names are "glottochronology" and 

"lexicostatistics." Perhaps it is safe to say that, 

although "glottochronology" and "lexicostatistics" are 

often employed synonymously, the first of these has "been 

the object of many criticisms; the latter, when distin

guished from the first, is generally more acceptable to 

many linguists. 

The difference between the two appears to be in the 

fact that lexicostatistics may be a useful tool in the 

initial steps in the process of comparison, and few would 

argue with this. But when the method is employed as a sub

stitute for the more tedious work involved in a more tra

ditional system, then criticism is exacerbated. However, 

those who advocate the use of this method for initial 

determining of genealogical connections between languages 

(and have had relatively good success with it) do not 

usually claim to have arrived at final solutions. They 

have simply employed lexicostatistics to establish language 

27 
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families in cases where large numbers of sometimes previ

ously unstudied languages were involved, have submitted 

their findings to criticism, and have challenged alternate 

earlier findings based on less systematic comparison. 

Glottochronology, if one differentiates it from 

lexicostatistics, causes discontent among many linguists 

because of the dating procedure which is involved. What 

dendrochronology and carbon-l^ dating succeeded in doing 

for archeology, glottochronology purported to do with 

language prehistory (Bynon 1977s267). The problem lies in 

the fact that the rate of retention of reflexes in daughter 

languages, which was established at about 81% (later re

vised to Q6fo) per millenium has not yet been proven. 

Until this crucial issue is settled, glottochronology will 

probably remain controversial for years to come. Perhaps 

it will be retained only to establish relative chronologies 

for the phylogenetic divergences of language families 

which have no historical records. 

The Lexicostatistical Method and Swadesh 

Swadesh is probably best known as the founder of 

lexicostatistics, for it was he who first constructed the 

200-item vocabulary list (Swadesh 1952) and later modified 

it by narrowing it down to 100 items (Swadesh 1955)• 

By using these lists, it is possible to compare 

the interlingual synonyms to see if they are similar enough 
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to possibly "be cognates. If the similarities are suffi

cient, then one decides if they are cognates. At this 

point one obtains a preliminary insight into the question 

of whether or not the languages are genetically related. 

However, "... Swadesh himself repeatedly indicated that 

he considered these methods additions, not replacements, 

with regard to other methods of historical linguistics, 

and that interpretation of a particular case should always 

use all lines of evidence available" (Sankoff 1973s95)• 

Swadesh, though, had not totally abandoned the 

path begun by Sapir (see Chapter 5)• "... Swadesh 

stresses the importance of areal influences on linguistic 

structure, while at the same time attempting to demonstrate 

genetic relationships at great time length" (Sherzer 1976:8). 

In his article on problems of long-range comparison, 

Swadesh (1956) discusses some of the aspects of the tech

nique which he espouses. He insists that even though 

either lexical evidence or structural evidence may be pre

sented in the preliminary stages of proposing possible 

genetic relationships, "both must be involved in the final 

proof" (Swadesh 1956:21). 

Nevertheless, he does recognize the problems posed 

by lack of or insufficient evidence, and so recommends 

that a great number of languages and suspected language 

families should be used when undertaking long-range 

comparisons. 
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As with other methodologies, the issue of distin

guishing "between shared features due to a common inheritance 

and those due to borrowing is of the utmost importance, 

and in order to "be alert to these possibilities "one must 

generally attach special importance to irregularities and 

pay attention to common features found in geographically 

disconnected areas" (Swadesh 1956:23). 

Usually, one will find that long-range comparisons 

of ultimately related languages will not show many obvious 

similarities. Obvious similarities will more often be due 

to linguistic borrowing. At the same time, Swadesh cautions 

not to be tricked into believing that if neighboring lan

guages do have obvious similarities, that this means they 

cannot also be distantly related genetically. 

The optimum condition, he suggests, is to find ad

jacent languages which have retained certain inherited 

characteristics and, additionally, find these same charac

teristics scattered over wide geographic areas. 

In the case of Penutian, for example, after having 

applied the lexicostatistic method, Swadesh arrives at 

the conclusion that there is indeed sufficient evidence 

to assure the validity of the genetic unity of this large 

group of languages because of "the total effect of striking 

structural similarities and of constant phonological 

equations" (1956•• 38). 
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The Lexicostatistical Method and 
Questions on Its Validity 

The main objection to lexicostatistics is well ex

pressed in Bergsland and Vogt's paper on the matter (1962) 

wherein they demonstrate that it is the basic assumption 

of the technique which is suspect: that the rate at which 

vocabulary changes in a given language is constant. They 

claim that it is not. 

It is important at this point to clarify the mean

ing of vocabulary change within the context of lexicosta

tistics. Lexicostatistic cognates are necessarily 

synonymous. Thus, for the concept 'DOG', NE dog and NHG 

Hund are the items that have to be entered in the lexico

statistic lists for the two languages, and yet they are 

not cognates. The real cognate of NHG Hund is NE hound, 

but one may not use them as lexicostatistic cognates 

since the NE form has changed its meaning from 'dog'. 

Bergsland and Yogt arrived at the conclusion that 

the rate of vocabulary change is not constant through a 

very thorough comparison of Old Norse with Modern Icelandic 

and Norwegian Riksmal, Old Georgian with Modern Georgian 

and Mingrelian, and Old Armenian with Modern Armenian. 

In each of these cases they used the 215- and 200-item 

lists devised by Swadesh in 1952 and the 100-item list 

which Swadesh adopted in 1955- Their tabulations were 



arrived at using the procedures for application made "by 

the inventor of the list, and Hymes (1960:13) and 

Gudschinsky (1956). 

In all cases the data showed a difference of reten

tion rates, not the constant rate of 81$ retention per 

millenium originally suggested "by Swadesh. In addition, 

the retention rate varied according to which list they 

were using and what tabulation procedures they were follow

ing. 

To the objections of Bergsland and Vogt, Hymes com

mented at length in the pages that followed their critical 

article. Two of his comments seem especially relevant at 

this point: First, any problems that may occur as a result 

of the use of any of the vocabulary lists are not problems 

entirely restricted to lexicostatistics, but rather are 

problems which arise in almost any use of vocabulary in 

comparative linguistics. Second, he disagrees with the 

interpretation that Bergsland and Yogt have given to their 

results and maintains that the rate of retention, even 

though not as uniform as claimed, is nevertheless suffi

ciently stable to allow it to be used as a kind of "near 

universal" of the sort suggested by Greenberg in 1956. 

Additionally, Diebold (I96AO shows how using a 

more literary dialect, in cases where there is diglossia, 

will tend to skew the results in favor of an abnormally 



high rate of retention. This is one of the factors which 

have been responsible for the results obtained by Bergsland 

and Vogt. 

In his article on the mathematical aspects of 

lexicostatistics, Sankoff points out that this method 

"... deals with stochastic process models of change in 

word-meaning relationships over time ..." (1973 s 93)» and 

in a footnote to that page explains that "A stochastic 

process is a formal dynamic system incorporating a degree 

of uncertainty or randomness in its evolution over time." 

It is this aspect of the theory which is in large 

part responsible for the misunderstandings of many 

linguists, as exemplified by Chretien's article of 1962. 

It is Sankoff's opinion that 

Chretien's article should have served as a demon
stration of the unsuitability of the deterministic 
approximation to the Swadesh model, and of the 
necessity of a rigorous probabilistic treatment. 
Instead, it is considered by many linguists to 
have disproved mathematically the entire theory 
of glottochronology and lexicostatistics" 
(Sankoff 1973:96). 

The Lexicostatistical Method 
and Mass Comparison 

"The first large-scale application of subgrouping 

techniques in the context of Lexicostatistics was made 

by Dyen (1965) i-n classifying 371 Austronesian languages" 

(Sankoff 1973 -.105). 
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The main purpose of Dyen's study is to obtain a 

clear, if not absolutely perfect, classification of the 

Austronesian languages (which number almost 500). To this 

end, he uses lexicostatistics in a non-traditional manner; 

he compares hundreds of languages at the same time with 

the aid of a computer, which does many of the necessary 

calculations. It is Dyen's hope that "by "stimulating and 

facilitating research toward the achievement of a correct 

genetic classification "by non-lexicostatistical as well 

as lexicostatistical studies" his book will have achieved 

one of its purposes (Dyen 1965:15). 

His secondary purpose is to make a more general 

contribution to the field of comparative linguistics. He 

realizes that there is a great deal of disagreement on 

the value of this method and hopes that his study will 

provide a test for the theory. It is his desire that a 

better evaluation of lexicostatistics might be obtained 

by comparing his results with those obtained through 

other methods and techniques. 

Basing himself on the assumption established by 

earlier linguists that, as languages split away from the 

ancestral language, they become more and more different 

from each other, Dyen attempts to find "measurable features" 

which will aid in showing when two languages ceased being 

one, and hence, how similar they are to each other. 
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To be able to find these measurable features, Dyen 

turns to the 200-item lexical list invented by Swadesh. 

This list, as is widely known, uses only basic vocabulary 

items which have been found to be those most resistant to 

replacement by borrowings and semantic shifting. There 

are several reasons why the items in the lexicostatistic 

lists are less likely to undergo semantic shifting and 

displacement by loan words. First, the concepts involved 

in these lists are generally salient, for example, "hot" 

and "cold"; most of them are universal to human experience, 

although, as will be seen later, there are some exceptions. 

Second, the items have a high-frequency rate of usage; 

and third, most of the items are learned in the earlier 

stages of language acquisition. 

The word-list of one language is compared to that 

of another (or others) in order to be able to find any 

cognates. Dyen refers to cognates with the same meaning 

as "homosemantic" cognates (1965:16). The more homo-

semantic cognates one language has with another, the more 

similar it is to that language, and, by inference, the 

later they split from an earlier shared proto-language. 

In the case of Dyen's study, not all 200 items 

were used, simply because some were not appropriate for 

these languages due to their geographical location: "snow", 

"ice", and "freeze" were excluded. The word "that" was 

not included either because there were too many variations 



and complications which interfered with the computer pro

gramming. Not all the lists, then, had words for all the 

items, but for the purpose of this research, Dyen accepted 

lists if they had no fewer than 150 items. 

For this investigation 371 lists were used, yet 

this is not the number of languages that were compared. 

Some lists of non-Malayopolynesian languages of the 

region were included, and some languages were represented 

by more than one dialect. 

The question which needed to be answered was that 

of the percentage of homosemantic cognates for each pair 

of languages which was tested. These percentages were 

calculated by a high-speed IBM computer, based on the 

possible combinations of more than 7»000,000 pairs of 

words.. 

The computer probably calculated correctly, but 

an underlying doubt is whether the information it was 

given was correct. It seems that it is precisely in 

this area where there is room for human error, for it is 

the researcher who makes the initial decision as to 

whether two words are cognates, and in many cases that 

cannot be determined. 

Furthermore, as Dyen points out, complications 

may arise when one list has more than one entry and 

these entries, in turn, are cognates with different 
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groups. Dyen felt, however, that these difficulties were 

minor and could be dealt with adequately. To eliminate 

the chances of human error mentioned above, Dyen adopted 

a very conservative position on cognation: If there were 

reasonable doubts, these pairs of words were not counted. 

Based on the behavior of the lists, Dyen determined 

that, if two or more lists scored 70fo or more with each 

other, they were to be considered dialects and assigned 

to the same language. Because of this, even though 371 

lists were used in the data, only 2^5 languages figured in 

the final analysis. In fact, this evidence supports the 

notion that the previously accepted figure of 500 

Austronesian languages was too high. 

Using the percentages that resulted from his study, 

Dyen proceeded to make divisions among languages, classi

fying them in sub-groups. Some of these groups are 

"closed," that is, the possibility of adding to them 

more languages from among those analyzed is very small. 

On the other hand, if a group is "open," the opposite is 

true; the probability of being able to add more members 

to it is quite high. The result is that members of a 

closed group end up being treated like dialects of one 

language, as mentioned above. 

As a corollary to the study, another classification 

resulted. Four main geographical areas were found to 
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exists West: Indonesia, Sarawak, Southeast Asia Mainland, 

Madagascar; Northwest: Taiwan, Philippines, North Borneo, 

Brunei; North and East: Micronesia and Polynesia; Central: 

East New Guinea and Melanesia. 

Dyen compares his results with those obtained by 

other investigators, and, even though he finds some dis

crepancies, on the whole he is satisfied with the classi

fication results obtained utilizing lexicostatistical 

evidence alone. 

Implications for the geographical origins of the 

people of Austronesia and for the history of migration 

are given serious consideration by Dyen. Because he 

accepts the premise that greater diversity among related 

languages probably indicates the homeland of the peoples, 

he is inclined to believe that lexicostatictical evidence 

shows the place of origin to be somewhere in Melanesia-

New Guinea. Nevertheless, he does acknowledge the fact 

that there is non-lexicostatistical evidence which might 

seem to show otherwise. 

The lexicostatistical controversy is alive and 

thriving. It is hoped that the problems involved in the 

theory and in the application of the technique might be 

overcome. If they are, lexicostatistics might help pro

vide some clues in cases where there are very few written 

documents and where the time depths surpass the limits 

of history. 



Yet the results of several studies which have 

tested the method "by using it with well-known languages 

have "been disappointing: for example, Arndt (1959) for 

Germanic and Rea (1973) for Romance. But 

Supporters of glottochronology, in attempting to 
defend against such findings have suggested that 
literary materials, or literary dialects, will 
tend to skew the results in the direction of 
conservatism. That is to say that we may expect 
literary vocabulary to lose items at a slower 
rate than that used for glottochronological 
calculations, and that this in turn, has a "break
ing effect on colloquials . . . (Rea 1973'356). 



CHAPTER 5 

THE TYPOLOGICAL METHOD 

Although typological classification had existed 

for some time, the revival of interest in it came during 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when there was 

a considerable amount of work done in typological classi

fications in the natural sciences. 

In contrast to the techniques previously discussed, 

typological classification is a purely synchronic way of 

establishing groupings. By looking at certain selected 

shared features of a group of languages which make them 

more alike than to other groups of languages, classifica

tions are thus made. 

There are two main divisions in contemporary typol

ogical classification: one uses morphological criteria; 

the other uses syntactic criteria, although these two 

quite frequently overlap. There are other typologies, 

not as widely used as the above two, which merit mention: 

lexical typologies, symbolic typologies, semantic typol

ogies, and phonological typologies (Home 1966:^-7) • 

Before discussing the two main typologies mentioned 

above, a word about phonological typologies is warranted. 

Phonological typologies may vary from very simple ones to 
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very complex ones. A classification of languages based 

on click sounds would be considered an example of the 

simple type. Trubetzkoy (1929) concerned himself with 

the typology of vowel systems; for example, whether they 

are "triangular" or "quadrangular" (Home 1966:5). Hockett 

(1958), summarizing an earlier article, goes into a more 

extensive system of typologies wherein he considers vowel-

consonant ratio, syllable types, accentual systems, and 

so forth. 

To return now to the main typologies under considera

tion, if the criteria chosen are morphological, and this is 

certainly the older form of the technique, then, for 

instance, typology might divide languages into isolating, 

agglutinative, or inflectional types, depending upon the 

internal structure of words. 

If the typological criteria chosen are syntactic, 

then the main possibilities of language classification 

are SVO, VSO, or SOY, according to the order in which the 

subject (S), the verb (V), and the object (0) occur in 

simple indicative sentences (Greenberg 1966). 

It is a generally accepted fact that languages may 

change their syntactic type so that a language which was 

previously SVO could later be SOV, or vice versa and 

"This means that there is no necessary correlation between 

language type and historical origin, so that shared typol

ogical features can neither be taken as excluding nor as 



indicating genealogical relationship" (Bynon 1977:266). 

However, Bynon does go on to point out that there appears 

to be promise in studies which attempt to show a correla

tion between the structural type of a language and the 

linguistic area where it presently exists or where it is 

presumed to have been located before. 

The Typological Method and Sa-pir 

To understand the linguistic style of Sapir, it is 

fitting to begin with a summary explanation of the style 

of his teacher, Boas: 

Grammars written by Boas or those influenced by 
him reflect the Boas point of view. These 
grammars describe the linguistic process pos
sessed by the language in question, contrasting 
them with languages in the area with which they 
disagree and showing similarities with other 
languages when they occur. In this sense, the 
Boas style might be termed 'area-typological' 
as distinct from the 'diachronic' styles which 
were used previously. The latter often merged 
synchrony and diachrony in the same study 
(Sherzer 1976:2). 

Sapir went further still; he began to make sug

gestions of historical and genetic import from the evidence 

of grammatical diffusion, and he presented the view that 

the previously accepted limits of time depth were in 

fact arbitrary and could easily be surpassed. 

From this position came what is referred to as 

the "Boas-Sapir controversy" (Sherzer 1976:6). This 

controversy is by no means as simple as some have thought 

it to be. It is not a quarrel between one who saw only 
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typological connections with genetic implications, and one 

who saw only areal ones. Both men could understand the 

main thrust of the other's views; it was principally due 

to the fact that Boas could not accept some of the time-

depths that Sapir was working with. Boas felt that from 

such distances the causes of differences would probably be 

impossible to determine. 

Sapir's overall typological scheme will be dis

cussed in the next section, together with Greenberg's 

position. 

The Typological Method and Greenberg 

In his article on typology (i960), Greenberg dis

cusses the theoretical framework within which this method 

operates, distinguishes it from the historical techniques, 

and points out that "Each is legitimate in its own sphere, 

but a confusion between the two methods, as when typological 

criteria are employed to establish genetic relationships, 

has had harmful effects in the past" (1960:178). And 

again, in a later article, he expands on the subject: 

"During the nineteenth century the assumption was generally 

made that languages which were classified together typol-

ogically could ultimately be shown to be related genetically" 

(Greenberg 1973 '• 181). 

In spite of these admonitions, there are still 

those today who continue to derive genealogical implications 
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from typological similarities. It would "be better if 

language typologies were not considered in a vacuum but 

would be matched to other linguistic criteria in such a 

way as to lend support to genetic hypotheses, or to help 

dispel them. 

The diachronic method of language classification 

will consist of groupings of language families that share 

a common ancestral language. These genealogical groupings 

are not arbitrary: either a language belongs to one family 

or it does not. Typological classifications will also 

produce groupings of languages; however, these need not be 

genetically related. Many typologically similar languages 

are genetically related, for example, Italian and Spanish; 

many typologically similar languages are not genetically 

related, for example, Turkish and Finnish; and many genet

ically related languages are not typologically similar, 

for example, Old English and New English. 

Greenberg, in the i960 article, goes on to describe 

the development of this technique, and begins by establish

ing the three-way distinction which had been in existence 

since the nineteenth century, that languages were either 

isolating, or agglutinative, or inflective. 

Greenberg attributes a great part of the advances 

in language typology to Sapir, and especially to the pos

tulates presented in his book Language (1921). This 

publication marked a turning-point in the growth and 
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improvement of this approach because in it Sapir brought 

objectivity into the discipline and strongly denied eval

uative and evolutionary implications made earlier. Sapir 

stated, in no uncertain terms, that there had not been 

any evolutionary trend from better to worse, or from iso

lating to inflective. 

Sapir then went on to build a more comprehensive 

system, wherein numerous independent criteria are considered 

before a classification is begun. Three main considerations 

are to be taken into account before a systematic classifica

tion is attempted. 

First, languages could be divided into four classes 

according to how they view certain concepts: from the very 

concrete (Type I), to the Pure-Relational (Type IV), with 

Derivational Concepts (Type II) and Concrete Relational 

Concepts (Type III) lying in between. 

Thus, the following classifications could be ob

tained : 

1. Pure Relational Languages (Types I and IV) 

2. Complex Pure Relational Languages (Types I, II, 

IV) 

3- Simple Mixed Relational Languages (Types I, III, 

IV) 

Complex Mixed Relational Languages (all four 

types) 
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Second, the techniques involved in grammatical 

relationships could produce the following divisions: 

isolating, agglutinative, fusional, and symbolic. 

Third, based on the stability of affixes, the 

following distinctions could be arrived at: a language 

could be analytic, synthetic, or polysynthetic. 

The foundations of Greenberg's work are to be 

found in Sapir's, on whose model he fashioned his own, 

producing a new set of indices. With these indices, 

Greenberg was able to measure the way in which each 

language was constructed. A language did not have to fit 

neatly into a certain box, it could be quantified in 

terms of its general tendencies. This contribution by 

Greenberg to the techniques of language typing was of 

the utmost importance. 

The first basis for classification is to take into 

consideration the degree of synthesis of the word. If 

this degree is low, the language is classified as ana

lytic, if it is high, it is considered synthetic, and if 

it is very high, the language is classified as poly

synthetic . 

The second criterion is the degree of morpho-

phonemic alternation. If it is high, the language is 

fusional, if it is low, the language is agglutinative. 

What this means is that agglutinative languages have 



simple allomorphy, while fusional ones have a more complex 

allomorphy and occasional difficulties in morpheme "bound

aries . 

The third consideration is based on the presence 

or absence of what Sapir had called "Derivational and 

Concrete-Relational Concepts." Greenberg uses three 

indices to measure these concepts; one measures the roots 

per word, another the derivational morphemes per word, 

and a third the inflectional morphemes per word. 

Fourth, the order of the subordinate elements 

within the root are analyzed to produce the indices for 

prefixing and suffixing. 

The fifth and last consideration is the syntactical 

and morphological technique used in relating words to 

each other. The results of these techniques will result 

in either concord, or significant order, or lack of 

concord. 

The above classificational criteria produce the 

following summary of typological indices (Greenberg 

I960) ; 

1. Synthesis, measured by M/W = morphemes per word 

2. Agglutination, measured by A/j = agglutinative 

constructions per morpheme juncture 

3. Compounding, measured by R/W = root morphemes 

per word 
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k. Derivation, measured "by D/nI = derivational 

morphemes per word 

5. Gross Inflection, measured by i/nl = inflectional 

morphemes per word 

6. Prefixing, measured "by P/W = prefixes per word 

7. Suffixing, measured by S/titf = suffixes per word 

8. Isolation, measured by 0/lM = order per nexus 

("a principle to indicate relations between 

words in the sentence.") 

9. Pure Inflection, measured by Pi/N = pure inflec

tion per nexus 

10. Concord, measured by Co/N = concord per nexus 

These indices are tested on a 100-word text of 

any language to arrive at the measurements sought. 

Throughout his discussions of the typologically-

oriented techniques, Greenberg, in this aspect, unlike 

Sapir, expresses his view that it is "theoretically 

unsound" (1973*185) to attempt to use typological methods 

to assist in the discovery of more distant genetic rela

tionships than those which can be discovered through 

the more traditional comparative techniques. However, 

in the final analysis he does offer some insights into 

how certain variations of the typological method might 

be used ". . .as the application of the comparative-

historical method on a higher plane in which comparisons, 



confined in the traditional manner to single genetic 

groupings, become single instances within the broader 

dynamic type" (Greenberg 1973s189). 



CHAPTER 6 

BASQUE AND CAUCASIAN: THE COMPARATIVE METHOD 

It is difficult to find out who was the first to 

pose the question of a Basque-Caucasian genetic relation

ship. The Georgian poet Ioseb Noneshvili states that 

"Ever since Plato and Aristotle, scholars throughout the 

centuries have pondered the question of kinship between the 

Georgians and the Basques, Iberians of the East and the 

West" (1979) • No doubt the fact that there are two "Iberias1' 

aroused the curiosity of many, but according to Gamkrelidze 

(1979) "The Greek term iberes is connected with an Old 

Iranian name for Georgia," and perhaps too much significance 

has been attached to these names given by strangers to these 

two extremities of the Ancient Mediterranean world. 

The earlier attempts made at linking Basque with 

Caucasian centered specifically on Georgian, and so it is 

that in I836 we find Antoine d'Abbadie dedicating a few 

pages of his Basque grammar study to the subject and that 

^3 years later Fidel Fita in Discursos leidos ante la Real 

Academia de la Historia brings up the matter once again. 

It is not surprising that their comparative efforts were 

limited to Georgian; the other Caucasian languages, many 
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without a literary tradition and even today unwritten, were 

almost unknown to them. 

These pioneers were followed by others, among them 

Schuchardt, von Humboldt, von Erckert, and Trombetti, all 

of whom tried to shed light on the problems of the presumed 

affiliation between Basque and Caucasian and laid a good 

deal of the groundwork that was later built on. According 

to Uhlenbeck (192^), the first philologist to attempt a 

systematic demonstration of the proposed similarities was 

Trombetti (1902 and following years). Even Meillet recog

nized the importance of Trombetti's work; he had signaled 

the two paths that Basque comparativists could go: either 

toward the Hamito-Semitic languages, or towards Caucasian. 

However, Trombetti espoused the notion of the monogenesis 

of language (of Biblical tradition) and because of this, 

much of what he suggested with respect to Basque has been 

discarded, along with others of his linguistic ideas. 

Trombetti also believed that Basque had phylogenetic 

association with the Hamito-Semitic family (a hypothesis 

which in no way disturbed his overall theories); however, 

he did feel that the association of Basque with Caucasian 

languages of the South and of the Northwest. 

Winkler followed along the same lines as Trombetti 

with respect to the Basque-Caucasian relationship, diverg

ing from him only in the fact that he did not believe in 
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a Basque and Hamito-Semitic affiliation. Later, Ostir and 

Marr made their contributions, the latter stretching the 

theory to include in the comparison with Basque, not only 

the Caucasian languages, but also Etruscan and Burushaski. 

However, because of Marr's attempts at involving linguistics 

with political ideologies, his points of view were not 

seriously entertained, even by many linguists in the U.S.S.R. 

In more recent years, the cause of a Basque-Caucasian 

affiliation has been championed principally by Bouda, Lafon, 

and Dumezil, although not with the same degree of enthusiasm. 

Bouda has proposed about 500 pairs of Basque-Caucasian cog

nates. Dume'zil is much more cautious, notwithstanding ex

pressing the view (1933) that Basque, the North-Caucasian 

and the South-Caucasian languages are the only survivors of 

a once more extensive language family which must have ex

isted in prehistory. 

Lafon also believes in this language family and re

fers to it as the Euskaro-Caucasian family (because the 

Basques themselves call their language Euskara). Along 

with Basque, Lafon includes the Aquitanian and Vasconian 

languages, which he believes are earlier forms of Basque. 

Lafon's strategy, as stated in 19^7» is to follow the exam

ple that Trubetzkoy had set in the field of the comparative 

phonology of North Caucasian, and try to establish 



phonological correspondences "between putative Basque and 

Caucasian cognates. 

In order to follow the rules of the comparative 

method strictly, Lafon recognizes that it would "be necessary 

to first settle the internal questions, such as sub-

grouping, that might exist within Basque and Caucasian. 

Unfortunately, this has not yet "been done. 

In the case of Basque there is, at least, no doubt 

in anyone's mind that we are dealing with eight main dia

lects of one well-established language, although much work 

in comparative dialectology remains to be done. (The urgen

cy of this task is demonstrated by the fact that some 

dialects have already become extinct, for example, one sub-

dialect of Roncalese.) 

On the other hand we have the Caucasian languages, 

of uncertain internal genetic unity, and all except 

Georgian unknown to us before the last century. The oldest 

Georgian texts date back to approximately the fifth century 

A.D.; in contrast, Basque texts date from the sixteenth 

century, although there exist some older inscriptions dating 

back to the tenth century A.D. In both cases, the standard 

literary languages do not appear to have changed much. 

The Basque Language 

There are at present eight main dialects of Basque: 

Biscayan, Guipuzcoan, High Navarrese (Northern), Labourdin, 
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High Navarrese (Southern), Souletin, Low Navarrese (Eastern), 

and Low Navarrese (Western) (See Fig. 2 ). These subdivide 

into a total of 25 sub-dialects, some of which are now ex

tinct. This classification was the work of Prince Louis 

Lucien Bonaparte and, although it was arrived at in the last 

century, it is still widely recognized today (Tovar 1957: 

106) . 

The phonology of Basque is fairly uniform and rela

tively simple: there are five pure vowels; two series of 

stops, voiced and voiceless; three nasals, one labial, one 

apico-dental, and one palatal, two laterals, one apico-

dental and one palatal; one flap and one trill. Basque is 

rich in its affricates and fricatives even though they are 

only of the voiceless variety: three affricates, one apico-

alveolar, one retroflex, and one palatal; and four frica

tives, one labial (not considered native), one apico-alveolar, 

one retroflex, and one palatal. The palatal fricatives and 

affricates are often referred to as "hushing" (chuintantes), 

while the other ones are referred to as "hissing" (mi-

chuintees). Some of the dialects on the French side of the 

border have rounded and nasalized vowels; voiced sibilants; 

and voiceless aspirated stops. They also preserve a velar 

fricative, which is thought to have been common to all the 

dialects at one time. (It has been kept in the new unified 

language called Euskara Batua). 



There are a few salient facts with regard to Basque 

grammar which should be noted. There is in the language 

what is referred to as an ergative case in which the agent 

of an action is marked with a suffix -k. For example, 

gizona etorri da is 'the man has come' but gizona ikusi du 

is not 'the man has seen it' because for this gloss we need 

to add the -k suffix of the ergative: gizona-k ikusi du: 

the phrase without the -k means 'he (someone) has seen the 

man' (Michelena 1977:37)• 

The Basque verb is multipersonal: it has markers for 

all three persons, singular and plural number, and may con

tain references to the subject, object, and indirect object. 

For example, aita mintzatu da is 'the father has spoken' but 

upon introducing an indirect object such as seme-a-ri 'to 

the son', the phrase aita mintzatu da + semeari needs to be 

changed into aita semeari mintzatzu zaio. where the uni-

personal form da has adapted to another person in the form 

of zaio (Michelena 1977*^2). In the second person, the 

verb may change according to whether the hearer is a man or 

a woman. 

In general, Basque is now a suffixing, agglutina

tive language, although there are a few ancient prefixes 

left which are no longer productive. One example of the 

agglutinative aspect would be a word such as bizar-dun-a-

ren-a-re-ki-n. literally 'beard-ed-he(she, it) of-he (she, 



it)-company-in1, in other words, 'with the bearded one's' 

(Michelena 1977:35)- As may "be seen "by this example, suf

fixes are added on to one another; in theory, there is no 

limit to the number of possessive suffixes which may be 

included. 

As far as the vocabulary of Basque is concerned, a 

great deal of it is borrowed, especially from Latin itself 

and later its descendants, "By far the greater part of the 

Basque vocabulary consists of loanwords. These derive from 

relatively or even very recent times, but there are also 

many that are centuries old and even millenia old" 

(LOpelmann 1968:viii). In spite of this, the language con

tinues to show a great deal of resistance in the face of 

constant pressure. 

The Caucasian Languages 

The Caucasian languages (see Fig.3 ) may be classi

fied,„J.nto three main groups: the Northwest or Abkhazo-

Adyghian family, the Northeast or Nakho-Dagestanian family, 

and the South, Kartvelian, or Iberian family. It is gener

ally accepted that the two northern groups may be considered 

members of a larger Northern family; however, the genetic 

unity of this larger family with the Southern grouping is at 

this point uncertain, and they must continue to be consid

ered as separate. 
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According to Gamkrelidze (1979)» the typologies of 

the Northwest and Northeast groups are in opposition. 

Michelena (1968) finds the contrast between the multi-

personal verb of the Northwest grouping and the much simpler, 

impersonal verb of the Northeast grouping to be quite prob

lematic. To this may be added the fact that the Northeast 

languages are governed by a class system which, in turn, 

appears to be almost totally absent from the languages of 

the Northwest. In fact, 

The contrast is so striking that authors inter
ested in the typological characterization of 
languages have been able to see in it (H. Wagner) 
one of the principal isoglosses which divide the 
languages of Eurasia: the CNO CNorthwest Caucasian] 
goes along with Basque, while the CCNE [Northeast 
Caucasian] would align itself with the languages 
of the Far East (Michelena 1968:1^-25). 

In this matter, the Southern family seems to hold 

an intermediate position with regard to the two Northern 

families, although Deeters has more than once stated that 

South Caucasian has the appearance of being a Northwest 

Caucasian language which probably changed under the Pre-

Armenian and Pre-Iranian influence of some ill-defined 

Indo-European language (Michelena 1968:1^25). 

The South Caucasian or Kartvelian family consists of 

Georgian, Mingrelian, Laz (or Chan), and Svan; of these, 

only Georgian is written. 
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The Northwest or Abkhazo-Adyghian group consists of 

Abkhaz, Abaza, Adyghian, Circassian (or Kabardian), and 

Ubykh, which is unwritten. 

The Northeast or Nakho-Dagestanian languages are 

more numerous than the others. The Nakh sub-grouping, also 

referred to as the Central Caucasian grouping, consists of 

Chechen, Ingush, and Bats, which are not written. The 

Dagestanian sub-grouping is itself divided into three main 

branches; the Avar-Andi-Dido group, the Lakh-Dargwa group, 

and the Lezgian group. The Avar-Andi-Dido group consists of 

Avar, which is written; the Andi sub-grouping which includes 

Andian, Botlikh, Godoberi, Chamalal, Bagulal, Tindi, Karata, 

and Ashvakh; and the Dido sub-grouping which consists of 

Tsez, Khvarshi, Hinukh, Bezhta, and Hunzib (or Kapucha). 

Lakh and Dargwa, both written languages, are the 

only members of the sub-grouping which bears their name. 

The third sub-grouping of the Dagestanian languages 

is the Lezgian group which consists of Lezgi (also called 

Kuri), Tabassaran, both written, and Agul, Rutul, Tsakhur, 

Archi, Kryz, Budukh, Khinalug, and Udi, all unwritten 

(Gamkrelidze and Gudava 1979)• 

The phonology of the Kartvelian languages and of the 

Nakho-Dagestanian languages is quite similar in that they 

have many varieties of vowels and, in contrast to the 

Abkhazo-Adyghian languages, not as rich an array of 
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consonants. Svan, for example, (a Kartvelian language) may-

have up to 18 different distinctive vowels; in the Nakho-

Dagestanian group, Chechen tops them all with about 30 

different vowels. In contrast to this is the theory, pos

tulated by some scholars, that the Abkhazo-Adyghian lan

guages only have one vowel which can be realized with some 

allophonic range in different positions (Gamkrelidze and 

Gudava 1979)• 

The Kartvelian languages all have voiced, voiceless, 

and glottalized stops and affricates, but the fricatives 

are not glottalized. Consonant clusters are quite common. 

Except for pharyngeals in Nakh and a lateral sound peculiar 

to Bats, the consonants of the Nakho-Dagestanian group are 

very much like the South Caucasian languages (Gamkrelidze 

and Gudava 1979)• They share the threeway distinction of 

voice, voicelessness, and glottalization, but the Northeast 

languages also have labialized clusters and they show a 

strong-weak opposition in some voiceless consonants. How

ever, the Northwest languages show even more variety in 

their consonantal systems; in fact, there are about 70 

consonants in Abkhaz and Adyghian and about 80 in Ubykh. 

This is due to the fact that, in addition to the more common 

type of consonants, these languages have "different sets of 

labialized consonants, strong (hard or tense) consonants, 



half-hushing consonants and velarized consonants" 

(Gamkrelidze and Gudava 1979)• Fig. ^ shows the diacritics 

used for the representation of sounds in Caucasian languages. 

All of the Caucasian languages share with Basque 

the fact that they have an ergative case, although in the 

Abkhazo-Adyghian group the oblique case which is used to 

show ergativity also represents other cases. 

Although with respect to phonology, the Nakho-

Dagestanian languages are similar to the Kartvelian, they 

differ strikingly from these (and also the Abkhazo-Adyghian 

group) in that they possess a system of grammatical 

classes. This system, wherein there are different classes 

according to whether the reference is to a thing or a per

son (and, in this case, whether it is a man or a woman), is 

absent from the other two families. 

Another factor which both the Abkhazo-Adyghian 

group and the Kartvelian family share with Basque is the 

multipersonal characteristic of the verb; both of these 

groups possess a very complicated system of verb conjuga

tion. 

With respect to their vocabularies, not only has 

there been borrowing among the Caucasian languages them

selves, but from the neighboring languages as well. 

In Kartvelian there are many loanwords from Iranian, 

Greek, Arabic, and Turkish (Gamkrelidze 1979)> and in the 
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Fig. Diacritics used for the representation 
of sounds in Caucasian languages. 

Description Diacritic 

Glottalization C?* 
e.g. k? 

c\ 
e.g. k' 

C 
e.g. k 

9 

Labialization C* 
e.g. s° 

cw 

e.g. sw 

Strong (elective) aspiration C' 

e.g. t' 

C 
e.g. t 

Ch 
e.g. th 

Palatalization c' 
e.g. t' 
/ 

C 
e.g. s 

Pharyngealization C 
e.g. h 

C • # 
e.g. h # # 

* C = (obstruent) consonant 

Note: In addition, X is used throughout to represent 

the Greek letter chi in the original texts. 



Northern languages these same languages have also influenced 

the vocabulary. 

It is "because of this immense diversity and because 

of the large number of Caucasian languages that linguists 

like Vogt have objected to the strategies used in Basque-

Caucasian comparisons. Since the unity of all the 

Caucasian languages is still in doubt, Yogt believes that 

those who insist on making comparisons with Basque should 

use only Pan-Caucasian forms; these, though, are very few. 

However, there are those who, while not necessarily 

espousing the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis themselves, de

fend those who do: "This however does not mean that Bouda, 

Lafon, and a few others who have preceded them in the 

Euskaro-Caucasian field are guilty of a methodological 

heresy" (Martinet 19515279)• Martinet goes on to explain 

why he believes they can be defended. First, Proto-

Euskarian may not have existed at the same time as Proto-

Caucasian. Second, Basque may be a continuation of one of 

about- four or five original dialects (the Kartvelian, Nakho-

Dagestanian, and Abkhazo-Adyghian groups would be the 

representatives of the other dialects). Third, Basque could 

be compared to only one Caucasian group (and this has not 

been done, mainly because those who believe in the Basque-

Caucasian unity also take for granted the unity of all the 

Caucasian groups). Who is to say that, if we wait until 
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the internal comparisons of Caucasian are completed, we will 

necessarily "be able to shed more light on the subject. In 

fact, Martinet adds that "... this reconstructive task 

may be greatly simplified by clues afforded by comparison 

on a wider scale" (1951 '•  279)-

Lexical Resemblances 

Because of the immense quantity of lexical resem

blances (as mentioned above, more than several hundred by 

Bouda alone), a sampling will be presented here which will 

in no way be exhaustive, but rather indicative of the 

material that has been presented. On the other hand, a 

course as conservative as Vogt's (wherein Pan-Caucasian 

forms are the only ones taken seriously) will not be adhered 

to because it would not be a fair representative of the work 

done in the field. Nevertheless, Vogt's objections to the 

type of work presented by Bouda are worth noting: that 

Bouda prefers quantity to quality in terms of resemblances; 

that there are a good many loanwords which could have been 

eliminated through the consultation of any good dictionary; 

and that the analysis of words is too often made on an ad-

hoc basis. For example, Georgian soro 'cavern' is a borrow

ing from Armenian sor. genitive sor-ov 'cavern' and whose 

Indo-European etymology is well known (Vogt 1955*138). 

Before presenting the proposed resemblances, 

though, it is worth noting a few words of caution which 
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Dume'zil has posed: first, a great many words of two syl

lables or even a CVC sequence can be compounds in the 

languages under consideration; second, many of the mono

syllables that form these compounds are homophones, and it 

is sometimes difficult to analyze them semantically to 

answer the question of whether or not they are truly inde

pendent morphemes (Lafon 197^'27). Kuipers would agree 

wholeheartedly: "The unisegmental structure of the Kabardian 

morpheme must be taken into account for the purposes of 

comparative linguistics" (1960:109), and later adds, 

It is obvious that comparisons involving ana-
lyzable plurisegmental units give cause for seri
ous doubt, as they presuppose that the compound 
already existed in the same form at the time of 
the alleged common ancestral language (in the 
case of Caucasian and Basque at least 4-5,000 
years ago); and this doubt must be extended to 
unanalyzable units also, as these are nothing 
but compounds with complete semantic fusion, and 
at best are on the average older than the analyz-
able ones (1960:110-1). 

In spite of Vogt's restrictions, the listing of 

resemblances will begin with the group which he has chosen. 

Of all of Bouda's lexical proposals, there are only 12 

that are Pan-Caucasian, two of these are eliminated by 

Vogt from the very start: Basque zorrotz 'sharp', Caucasian 

carx 'sharp', and Basque gabe. bage 'without' and Georgian 

bage 'lip, edge', Bats baka and Chechen baga 'mouth'. The 

reason that the first is not considered valid is that Yogt 

believes carx is a loanword from Georgian into the other 
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Caucasian languages, and that it, in turn, is borrowed from 

Persian £arx 'wheel' for which the meaning of 'grindstone' 

(as in the Georgian case) is also attested (Vogt 1955*138). 

In the second case above, Vogt finds the semantic filiation 

difficult to accept. Here now are the ten remaining resem

blances which he considers worthy of noting: 

1. Basque gogo 'thought', spirit, intention, heart' 

(Lafon states this word is reduplicated) and 

South Caucasian (Georgian) guli (gu + suffix li) 

and Circassian and Abkhaz (Northwest Caucasian) 

gW3 'heart'. 

2. Basque sagu 'mouse' and South Caucasian (Georgian) 

tagv-i. same meaning, (in Lafon's lists thagvi) and 

a series of forms in the Northern Caucasian lan

guages. 

3- Basque bizar 'beard' (analyzed as b-izar, where b-, 

according to Uhlenbeck, is an ancient prefix often 

found in words pertaining to parts of the body) and 

South Caucasian (Georgian) cver-i and North 

Caucasian Archi mucor 'beard'. 

Basque etsitu 'to despair', to relinquish, to dis

trust' (analyzed as e-ts-i (tu), from a radical 

*ts and South Caucasian (Georgian) ecvi. ecv-i 

'doubt, suspicion, jealousy' and North Caucasian 

(Avar) -g-t negative particle of past verb forms. 
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5. Basque izari 'to measure1 (analyzed as i-zar-i) 

and South Caucasian (Georgian) zoma. North Caucasian 

(Avar) -ocine 'to measure'. 

6. Basque ozpin 'vinegar' (analyzed as ozpi-n) and 

South Caucasian (Mingrelian) bzje, North Caucasian 

(Abkhar) b^' ei 'vinegar'. 

7. Basque garri 'stump, or section of a tree-trunk' 

(analyzed as garr-i) and South Caucasian (Georgian) 

yer-i. North Caucasian (Chechen) gar-a 'tree trunk'. 

8. Basque (Biscayan dialect) erkame 'branch' (analyzed 

as e-rka-me) and South Caucasian (Georgian) rka. 

North Caucasian (Ubykh) qa 'horn' (Vogt notes that 

the Basque word adar has both meanings: 'horn' and 

'branch'.) 

9. Basque zagi 'wine-skin' (analyzed) as za-gi. from a 

radical z(a)- 1 to pour' and a suffix -gi). The 

radical za- with the causative prefix ra- can be 

found in irazi 'to sift, screen' and South Caucasian 

(Georgian) cer (analyzed as c-er) 'to pour', and 

North Caucasian (Circassian) zg . 

10. Basque ezr>ara 'gad-fly' (analyzed as e-zpa-ra) and 

South Caucasian (Georgian) bziki (analyzed as bzi

ki) 'wasp', North Caucasian (Circassian) bj^e 'bee'. 

(But Vogt wonders if the Caucasian words are not 

onomatopoeic.) (1955*1^0-1) 



Some of Vogt's comments following the list are 

worthy of inclusion here. First, that it would be extremely 

difficult to see any trace of phonological correspondences 

from this listing; to achieve these it is necessary to 

turn to forms that are not Pan-Caucasian. As has "been 

seen, Vogt objects quite strongly to that procedure. 

Second, as has been discussed at the beginning of 

this chapter, the consonantal systems of the various lan

guages are quite varied; so much so that in some cases it 

would be necessary for one Basque phoneme to represent 

several Caucasian ones. To which he adds, 

Will it not be almost always possible, among the 
thirty or forty Caucasian languages, with their 
very divergent vocabularies, to find one morpheme 
which, when analyzed in the same way, would 
present one of the phonetic correspondences de
sired .... Is this not one of the reasons 
why the number of resemblances with the Northern 
languages is sensibly greater than with the much 
simpler Southern languages? (Vogt 1955'1^3) 

Third, the traditional comparative method was very 

successful with Indo-European, perhaps because of the 

favorable conditions of the very structure of Indo-European. 

But, Vogt asks, will it necessarily be as successful in 

cases where the structures of the languages are so dif

ferent? 

Here are some more lexical resemblances proposed by 

Bouda and others and summarized by Tovar (1957): (Examples 

are numbered in sequence to ease the task of reference.) 
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11. Basque lagun 'companion', Circassian legho, same 

meaning. 

12. Basque oldu 'to tie moist', Georgian ole 'morass'. 

13. Basque lur 'land', Avar 1' '"beneath'. 

14. Basque larre 'prairie', Svan lare 'prairie'. 

15. Basque irakurri 'to read', Laz and Mingrelian 

k'or, Georgian k'r 'to join, to gather'. 

16. Basque erdi 'half', Laz, Mingrelian, and Georgian 

ri 'to divide'. 

17. Basque .iosi 'to stich, sew', Georgian k'otch 

'to tie'. 

18. Basque (h)itz 'a word', Georgian nici 'an oath'. 

19. Basque sagar 'an apple', Agul zaxar 'apple'. (But 

Uhlenbeck (1924) says the Agul word means 'pear'.) 

20. Basque garagar 'rye', Agul and Tabassarau gargar, 

Kurin gerger 'oats'. 

21. Basque negar 'a tear (from the eyes)', Udi neg 

and Mingrelian ngara 'to cry'. 

22. Basque (h)obi 'tomb', Avar xob. Lakk haw, same 

meaning. 

23. Basque eo 'weave' eio 'braid', Circassian we 'to 

braid'. 

24. Basque oldar 'impulse', Georgian xld 'to leap'. 

25. Basque guraso 'father and mother', Georgian gvari 

•family'. 
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The following resemblances are taken from various 

articles by Lafon, beginning with 1974: 

26. Basque go- roots which mean 'to grind, to climb, 

to weave', Circassian g.°d 'to pound, to crush' 

(197*0 • 

27. Basque itogin '(rain-water) guttering' from the 

root to-, Abkhaz t°a 'flow, become fluid, to sweat' 

with correspondents in Northeast Caucasian (1974). 

28. Basque it(h)o 'to strangle, suffocate, drown' from 

the root to, a Kartvelian root stv- with the same 

meanings (1974). 

29. Basque txistu 'a Basque musical instrument' 

(Michelena says word-initial tx - is not original), 

Georgian st'viri 'a Georgian musical instrument', 

(But Lafon wonders if this is a case of sound-

symbolism.) (1972a). 

30. Basque eztai (and many variations) 'groin, thigh', 

Circassian s" ta, Kabardian j-td 'sexual organ, 

sexual parts, behind' (1972a). 

31. Basque ezur (and variants) 'bone', Georgian dzvali. 

Old Georgian zwal, Svan zizw (reduplicated) 'bone' 

(1972a). 

32. Basque barr and ibarr 'low place (valley or plain)1, 

Georgian bar-i 'plain, valley' (Lafon insists this 

word is not of Persian origin, as has been proposed 

by some.) (1972a). 
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33- Basque .su 'fire', Circassian mase (with a prefix 

ma-), Lakk c'u. Archi oc' , Dargwa c'a 'fire1, 

Georgian c' v-a 'to burn' (1970). 

3^. Basque baso 'forest', Lakk vac'a, Dargwa wac'a 

•forest' (1970). 

35- Basque otso 'wolf' (Aquitanian name of persons or 

surname Oxson. Osson), Avar "bac', Botlikh bac 'a 

Andi boc'o, Dargwa vie', Lakk bare', Bats bgorc', 

Chechen borz 'wolf'. (Lafon thinks the Basque word 

could have lost an ititial b.) (1970). 

36. Basque etxe 'house' (the initial _g.- is a prefix), 

Chechen, Ingush, Bats c'a 'house, room' (1970). 

37- Basque ase 'satisfied', aski 'enough', and asko 

'much, a lot', Circassian .iff z, iz 'full', 

Tabassaran ac.' i. Agul ac 'u 'full', Bats -uc' - 'to 

fill', Lakk uc'u, Ubykh za 'full' (1970). 

38. Basque intsusa (Biscayan and Guipuzcoan), lintsusa 

(Northern High Navarrese) 'elder (tree)' (both 

-usa and 1- are unexplained), Georgian anc'li. 

Mingrelian inc'ari. Svan ganc'w 'elder (tree), 

(the g. of the Svan is unexplained, the -1 and -r 

are suffixes.) (I970). 

39« Basque mats, maats. mahats 'grape', Georgian 

mac'ari 'must (of grapes)' (-ari could be a suf

fix) (1970). 
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40. Basque izurri 'plague, epidemic' (Lafon thinks the 

initial i- is probably a prefix), Georgian svar-. 

svr a root which means 'to soil, to make dirty' 

(1970) . 

iH. Basque gau 'night1, Georgian Yame 'night', 

Mingrelian, ^urna 'last night', Laz yoma(n) 'yes

terday', Lakk yav 'darkness, crepuscule' (1970)-

k2. Basque p(h)itz. bitz 'to light, animate, resus

citate' bizi 'living, live, life' (Lafon notes 

that voiceless stops have often become voiced 

word-initially), Georgian picx, a root which sig

nifies 'idea of warmth, ardor, vivacity, speed' 

(1970). 

^3• Basque be(h)or. Souletin bohor 'mare', Chechen 

bea'a. Ingush, Bats bag' 'colt, foal' (1970). 

Basque abu 'mortar', Circassian and Kabardian 

w£b, ub 'to pound, to crush' (1970). 

^5- Basque aigu (Souletin) 'come!' and the root aigu 

'to come', Abkhaz ajg°- a root which conveys the 

'idea of proximity' (Lafon says this is remarkable 

because diphthongs are rare in Caucasian roots.) 

(1970). 

k 6 .  Basque (h)aize 'wind', Circassian z.ia 'wind', 

Kabardian z d 'air, breath, wind' (1970). 
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47. Basque (h)aserre 'irritated; anger', Georgian 

c'a'er- Mingrelian c'q'or- 'to be angry' (1970). 

48. Basque at(h)e 'heap, pile (of stones, etc.)', 

Circassian 'at, Kabardian 'ete 'millstone, stack' 

(1970). 

49. Basque azau 'sheaf (of wheat, flax, straw)' 'heap 

of sheaves', Circassian han^°e 'haystack', 

Kabardian heve 'stack' (1970). 

50. Basque zo- 'to till, to plow', Circassian z°e~. 

Ubykh z°a- of the same meaning. (1970). 

51. Basque soka 'cord' (which Lafon says Spanish has 

borrowed to form soga, while Michelena says the 

opposite is true), Georgian thoki (same meaning). 

(1947)• 

The following resemblances are some of the first 

that were postulated; they are from Uhlenbeck's 1924 arti

cle : 

52. Basque egun 'day', egur- as in egur-aldi 'weather', 

egu- as in egu-erdi 'noon', egu-auz 'dawn', egu-

zki 'sun', Avar qo, Udi ghi, Rutul jux, Agul 

.iagh, Tabassaran .iegh-.iege. Budukh ke, Archi ik. 

Kabardian ma-xo, Georgian dghe, Mingrelian dgha 

'day'. Uhlenbeck suggests the e- of the Basque 

word is probably a prefix and that all the 

Caucasian words share a radical with a guttural. 
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Georgian balaxi 'grass'. 

5^. Basque gapar, kapar (and other variants) 'bush', 

Agul covar 'oak'. 
C 

55• Basque orein 'stag', Lakk orni, Ingush irem, 

Georgian, Mingrelian, Laz iremi 'stag'. 

56. Basque zakur (and variants) 'dog', Chechen dz*eli, 

zCali. Ingush zaghl. Georgian dzaghli, Mingrelian 

dzogori. Lazic dzogor 'dog' . 

57. Basque or, hor 'dog', Budukh xor 'dog'. 

58. Basque aker. akher 'he-goat', Udi eghel. Agul ugar 

'castrated ram'. 

59. Basque gizon. giza- 'man, human-being', Ingush kac. 

Georgian kaci, Mingrelian, Lazic koci 'man, human 
* * 

being'. 

60. Basque a(h)izpa 'sister (woman speaking)', Abkhaz 

aahussa. a.iihussa, axsa 'sister'. 

61. Basque gose 'hunger, hungry', Lakk kkasi. Rutul 
v/ >/ 

kasi. Agul has 'hunger'. 

62. Basque tsiki, siki. sipi 'little', Rutul cuka. 

Circassian tcvku. tcvkv, Lakk dcibi-sa 'little'. 

63. Basque tsuku (and variants) 'dry', Rutul sugud. 

6^. Basque e-bak. e-pak 'to cut', Lakk bak 'to reap', 

Andi bukidu. Rutul ubgun 'to cut'. 



65. Basque il, hil 'death, to die, to kill', Georgian 

kvla. klva, Mingrelian qvilua 'to kill'. 

The following are taken from Bouda (1952): 

66. Basque a-pe-io 'a plow', from the root *pe, and 

Abkhaz (Northwest Caucasian) v> 'a 'to "be plowed', 

with causative preverb: r-n'to plow, rip up'. 

67. Basque gel-i (and variants) 'beef', from the root 

*gel, and Dargwa (Northeast Caucasian) gil-i 

'cow, whose flesh is to be used, preserved'. 

68. Basque ge-i 'a call', gei-tu 'to call', from the 

root ^ge., and Circassian (Northwest Caucasian 

g'e 'to call'. 

69. Basque i-ko-tu 'to leap up, spring into the air', 

from the root ^ko, and Abkhaz (Northwest 

Caucasian) k0# 'upwards, into the air'. 

70. Basque sap-io 'garters', from the root *tsap. and 

Georgian (South Caucasian) c'a.v>' -i 'garters', 
s /  
c'av'ani 'garters, suspenders, pack harness'. 

Morphological Resemblances 

While it can be said that the emphasis of Bouda's 

work was in the realm of vocabulary, the emphasis of Lafon's 

work was more in the domain of morphology. 

Here are the morphological resemblances which Lafon 

summarized in his articles in Word (1951 and 1952). 
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Group I. Declension 

1. Basque suffix -i of the dative case, still produc

tive, several Avaro-Andi languages (Northeast 

Caucasian) -j., -.ie, -.ii, .ia, dative suffixes. 

2. Basque suffix -*r of the dative case (kept only in 

the plural dative suffix -er of the northeastern 

dialects), Dido (Northeast Caucasian) -r, dative 

suffix. 

3. Basque -z., older form -tz, instrumental case suffix, 

Northeast Caucasian suffix of the instrumental or 

ergative case characterized by an affricate c.. 

ke. Basque suffix -a of the allative case (still pro

ductive in only a few dialects), Old Georgian -a, 

Mingrelian -o (both Kartvelian), Chechen -a (North

east Caucasian), also an allative suffix. 

5. Basque suffix -t or -at, suffix indicating the dura

tion of a movement, Kartvelian -d, -ad, suffix ex

pressing direction, goal, or manner. 

6. Basque suffix -antz. -ontz, suffix meaning 'to

wards' , Abkhaz -(a)rf^a and variants, Ubykh -o(nftna 

(Northwest Caucasian) meaning 'up to'. 

7. Basque suffix -la expressing direction or manner, 

Abkhaz and Ubykh -la (Northwest Caucasian), Bats and 

Andi -lo (Northeast Caucasian), suffixes expressing 

instrument, direction, or manner. 



8. Basque -gan, postposition which can be enlarged by 

case suffixes and which expresses accompaniment and 

diverse spatial determinations, Georgian 

(Kartvelian) -gan, postposition and gan- preverb 

particle which expresses origin or distancing. 

(There may be traces of this morpheme in the North

east Caucasian group.) 

9- Basque -tzu. plural suffix used for names of numbers 

and some pronouns, Abkhaz -c°a nominal plural suf

fix, Abkhaz and Ubykh (Northwest Caucasian) -c°, 

suffix which expresses excess. 

10. Basque -i, suffix used to form the plural of demon

stratives, and Northeast Caucasian -i, -j., plural 

suffixes. 

Group II. Demonstratives 

11. Basque a-, particle indicating a nearby object or 

meaning 'same', Northeast Caucasian a- root of the 

demonstrative of a nearby object, Kartvelian a-

indicating a nearby object. 

12. Basque (h)ura. nominative singular of the third 

person demonstrative (and of a distant object, 

Abkhaz uj. (Northwest Caucasian) 'that one there' 

(referring to the .object'farthest away). 
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13. Basque -r (soft), element added to the root of cer

tain pronouns (Lafon says this element has unclear 

morphological value), and Caucasian -r, same usage 

as in Basque, except Circassian where it is the 

definite article (nominative). 

1^. Basque a-, third person demonstrative, Northwest 

Caucasian a-, demonstrative of the distant object 

or definite article, and some Northeast languages 

a-, third person personal pronoun. 

15. Basque be- 'same', Northwest Caucasian b, demon

strative element, and Northeast Caucasian class 

prefix. 

16. Basque -xe 'same', Northwest Caucasian £#, North

east Caucasian 'same'. 

Group III. Interrogatives 

17. Basque no-r 'who?', Northeast Caucasian n- plus a 

vowel, interrogative root. 

18. Basque ze-r 'what?1 In all the Caucasian groups, 

s-, interrogative root. 

19. Basque -a, interrogative particle, Circassian 

(Northwest Caucasian) and Kartvelian -a, interrog

ative particle. 
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Group IV. Negation 

20. Basque ez, Biscayan ze. (with certain verbal forms), 

Northeast Caucasian ca, co.; perhaps -ss- in some 

Avaro-Andi languages. 

Group V. Verb 

A. Formation of roots. 

21. Basque r(a)-. causative prefix, Abkhaz (Northwest 

Caucasian) r- of the same value. 

B. Personal affixes and -personal -pronouns. 

22. Basque ni 'I' (personal pronoun), personal prefix 

n-, personal suffix -d (very frequently becomes 

-t), two languages of the Dagestan (Northeast 

Caucasian) n- and d-, roots of the first person 

singular personal pronoun. 

23- Basque second person singular a) masculine suffix 

-k (from -fr-g.) , Kartvelian prefix g-, indicating the 

direct or indirect object of the second person, 

without gender or number distinction, and b) h-, 

y- or 0 prefix and hi, yi, or i pronoun of the 

second person singular without reference to gender. 

Lafon adds that, if one supposes that the primitive 

form was *hi, it can be compared to the prefix h-

in Georgian which indicates the subject of the 

second person and which represents an *h of common 

Kartvelian; and perhaps even Northwest Caucasian 
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w- or u-, Northeast Caucasian h-, w-. 

2^. Basque gu 'we1, personal suffix -gu (in some cases 

-ku), personal prefix g- (with loss of the labial 

element), Old Georgian gw-, Modern Georgian gv, 

Svan gw- (all Kartvelian), first person plural 

object prefix, Northeast Caucasian palatal or post-

palatal voiceless spirants, or lateral voiceless 

affricates. 

25- Basque zu 'you (plural)' (has now become also the 

respectful pronoun of the second person singular), 

personal suffix -zu (in some cases -tzu, personal 

prefix z- (with loss of the labial element), 

Northwest Caucasian elI, Northeast Caucasian su, 

ic° u, cu, su, zu, second person plural personal 

pronoun. 

26. Basque d-, third person verbal prefix, all Northern 

Caucasian languages d-, which helps form demonstra

tives or the third person personal pronoun. 

27. Basque 1-, third person verbal prefix, some North

east and Kartvelian languages have traces of a 

demonstrative element 1 and a third person verbal 

prefix 1-. 

C. Suffix of the past tense. 

28. Basque -n, past tenses suffix, several Caucasian 

languages from all groups, -n with the same meaning. 
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D. Non-personal forms. 

29. Basque e.-, i-, prefixes used to form participles, 

verbal radicals, verbal abstracts and names of 

agent; traces of in Georgian. 

30. Basque -i, past participle suffix, both Northern 

Caucasian groups -i, past participle suffix. 

E. Relative suffix. 

31. Basque -n, relative suffix, Mingrelian (Kartvelian) 

-ni, relative suffix. 

Group VI. Formation of Words 

32. Basque -t, suffix of the first element of compound 

names, Northeast Caucasian -d, -tt (from -d), 

sometimes followed by a vowel, suffix which forms 

genitives from nouns or adjectives. 

33* Basque -le, Biscayan -la. suffix for names of 

agents, Circassian (Northwest Caucasian) -le. Lakk 

-ala (Northeast Caucasian), suffix for names of 

agents. 

3^. Basque prefix ma- (without a precise value), 

traces of the same prefix in the Northern Caucasian 

languages and m- in the Kartvelian ones. 

35' Basque -ats. diminutive suffix for names of colors, 

Lakk (Northeast Caucasian) -ca, diminutive suffix. 

There is one more resemblance, not included in 

Lafon's chart, which was noticed by Uhlenbeck (192^-) and 



which merits attentions The Basque suffix -k of the erga

tive case is the same as in the ergative case in Mingrelian 

and Lazic (both Kartvelian languages). 

It is important to point out that Lafon makes no 

fantastic claims based on his presentations; he realizes 

that the morphemes compared are either single syllables or 

very short in length. He recognizes that the resemblances 

which are found in all three Caucasian groups are very few, 

but he also states that it is difficult to attribute these 

similarities to mere chance. 

Lafon makes several comments with regard to the 

general structure of the Caucasian languages which cause 

difficulties in making comparisons. It is imperative to 

consider that there is no one Caucasian "type" of morphology, 

as there is in other language-families. For example, even 

in the Northern languages, some have nominal classes, some 

do not; some have a personal conjugation, some others do 

not; among those that do, some use suffixes, some prefixes. 

The declension shows a great degree of variation, from the 

simple two-way opposition up to 15 or so cases. Basque, on 

the other hand, does not have nominal classes, has a declen

sion of about 10 cases, has a rich personal conjugation, 

and uses both prefixes and suffixes (Lafon 1952:93)• 



Sound Correspondences 

In the area of sound correspondences, both Lafon 

and Bouda have made contributions. In fact, they are con

sidered to have corroborated each other's findings. 

The pattern of correspondences is far from complete, 

but what has emerged is that the Caucasian aspirated or 

voiced "hissing" or "hushing" affricates and fricatives 

correspond to the Basque retroflex affricates or fricatives, 

written z or tz.; and the Caucasian glottalized affricates 

and fricatives correspond to the Basque apico-alveolar 

affricates or fricatives, written s. or ts. Martinet (1951) 

has summarized these correspondences neatly, using only 

Georgian as representative of Caucasian because he feels 

this might make the evidence more convincing and because 

"the vocalic equivalences are often more obvious" (1951! 

281). Here are the correspondences as presented by 

Martinet: 

1. Basque (t)s; Georgian c' 

Basque sara 'grove': Georgian cf'ala 'grove'. (The 

Basque -r- is from -1-; cf. zeru 'sky' from Latin 

coelum.) 

Basque (i)tses 'quarrel': Georgian c'ec'(eba) 'to 

be beside oneself, annoyed, put out'. 

v/ 
Basque huts 'empty': Georgian puc'(i) 'empty' 

(Georgian initial aspirated p, corresponds to Basque 
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h- or 0") . 

Basque (.i) os(i) 'sew': Georgian k'oc' 'fasten to

gether' (Georgian initial glottalized k' corres

ponds to Basque 0, the j.- is prothetic. 

Basque (t) s: Georgian c.' 

Basque sat(arri) 'poison1: Georgian c'atx(i) 'pus' 

(Georgian X. corresponds to Basque h or 00 • 

Basque (i)so(l) 'shower': Georgian c'w(im) 'rain' 

(Georgian w, v, the same phoneme, correspond to 

Basque u, o.,) 

Basque (i)tsus(i) 'ugly': Georgian c'uc'(ki) 

'stingy, vile'. 

Basque (t)s: Georgian c'a ' 

Basque (i)tsa(so) 'sea': Georgian c'a'a(li) 'water' 

(Basque -so is augmentative.) 

Basque (e)tsa(ri) 'enemy': Georgian c'a'(en) 'be 

insulting'. 

Basque aserr(e) 'irritated': Georgian c 'a 'r- '"be 

angry' (Georgian -r- frequently corresponds to 

Basque -rr-). 

Basque (t)z: Georgian and Mingrelian c, s 

Basque asku '"badger': Mingrelian (mu)ckv(i) 'badger'. 

Basque (lepho)zakhi 'nape (of cow)': Georgian saki 

•side' (with aspirated k). 

Basque (i)zardi 'sweat': Georgian sardi 'urine'. 



5. Basque (t) z; Georgian c. 

Basque (i)tzul(i) 'turn, change': Georgian cvl(a) 

'change'. 

Basque u(n)tz 'ivy': Georgian k'uc(i) 'holly'. 

Basque hitz 'word': Georgian •pic(i) 'oath'. 

6. Basque (t) z : Georgian s. 

Basque gez(ur), guz(ur) *a lie': Georgian gves(i) 

'sly'. 

Basque (i)zurr(i) 'epidemic, poison, dirty': 

Georgian svr(a) 'smear, soil'. 

Basque uzta 'harvest': Georgian stv(eli) 'vintage' 

Lazic stv(eli) 'fall, harvest time' (v:u with normal 

metathesis). 

7. Basque (t)z: Georgian dz 

Basque (e)zu(r) (*ezu-ur) '"bone': Georgian dzw(ali) 

'bone'. 

Basque (i)korzi(rin) 'callosity': Georgian k'ordzi 

'callosity'. 

Basque zara 'basket': Georgian dzari 'hamper'. 

8. Basque (t) z : Georgian z. 

Basque zaro 'rod': Georgian zro 'stalk' (with fre

quent syncope of pretonic vowel). 

Basque zita(l) 'dirty': Georgian zitXi 'dirt'. 

In one of his later articles (1970) Lafon makes some 

additional remarks on sound correspondences. First, as was 

seen in some of the examples chosen by Martinet above, 
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Basque shows 0 for a number of Caucasian consonants. For 

example, Basque 0 can correspond to the dorsal spirants 

x or X, or to a glottal stop. From this Lafon postulates 

that, if Basque 0 (or sometimes) h corresponds to Caucasian 

x, and if tz or z corresponds to Caucasian c., then it is 

natural to think that tz or z could also correspond to 

Caucasian ex. 

Martinet is not alone when he echoes the opinion 

that the set of correspondences he has reported on is 

" . . . probably the best documented feature of Euskaro-

Caucasian phonology, and it weighs heavily in the scale in 

favor of kinship" (1951:281). 

However, these correspondences are insufficient as 

they stand because they fail to explain the reasons behind 

the many-to-one correspondences. If indeed Basque and the 

Caucasian languages are phylogenetically related, postula-

tions will have to be presented in an attempt to show what 

must have taken place. 

Several possibilities arise. One is that Basque is 

more conservative than the Caucasian languages, and that it 

has kept one phoneme while the others have innovated. This 

would be a case of phonemic split, but it would still be 

necessary to show the conditions under which all these 

phonemes can occur. Another possibility is that the 

Caucasian languages are the conservative ones. In this 

case, they would appear to have kept the phonemes of the 



proto-language, while Basque would appear to have "been the 

innovator by merging the ancestral phonemes into only one. 

This would be a case of phonemic merger, and again it would 

be necessary to explain the conditions which have caused 

this. 

There might be other possible explanations for 

these correspondences, but none have yet been legitimately 

defended. The correspondences presented by Lafon and Bouda 

may be correct, but at this stage they are insufficient to 

be able to state unequivocably that they are proof of a 

genetic connection. 



CHAPTER 7 

BASQUE AND CAUCASIAN: THE 

LEXICOSTATISTICAL METHOD 

The most comprehensive work done within the frame

work of the lexicostatistical method in which Basque is 

involved, was undertaken by Tovar with the collaboration of 

Bouda, Lafon, Michelena, Yycichl, and Swadesh (1961). Bouda 

provided the data on Chukchi (a member of the Chukchi-

Kamchatkan family, which is grouped with some other Siberian 

languages as Paleosiberian), Avar, and Circassian, while 

Lafon was responsible for the other Caucasian language, 

Georgian. Michelena provided the Basque, and Vychichl the 

Egyptian, Coptic, and Arabic. Swadesh offered advice and 

comments on the project. The main concern here will be the 

results of the Basque and Caucasian comparisons. 

After a discussion of the history of the method, 

Tovar begins by explaining the particulars of the study in 

question. Both the 215- and 100-item lexical lists were 

used, but, because the study was already under way when 

Swadesh offered the shorter list, the following items, not 

included in the original list, are missing here as well: 

'horn1, 'claw', 'knee', 'breasts', 'moon', 'full', and 

'round'. 

89 
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Among the problems encountered with the lexico-

statistical method, Tovar mentions the following. First, 

there is a real difficulty in trying to apply to a time 

depth of 75 or 100 centuries the constant for attrition 

which was established for 20 centuries. Second, there is 

an area where the lexicostatistical method may not show 

relationships which the traditional comparative method does, 

as is shown in the following examples given by Tovar: German 

kommen and Portuguese vir, German essen and Spanish comer. 

German voll and Portuguese cheio. where the correspondences 

are real, but not easily discernible at first sight. Yet, 

he adds, the lexicostatistical method would probably count 

as cognates such words as German haben and Latin habere. 

French feu and German Feuer. English much and Spanish mucho 

(Tovar 1961:258); and these are not cognates. 

Third, in a comparison between two languages, any 

similarity less than CVC (consonant, vowel, consonant) 

should not be taken into account, unless these similarities 

are found in demonstratives, in which case they may be 

significant. The generally accepted figure which would 

indicate cognation for a pair of languages is more than Wfo 

of coincidences of CYC pairs in the basic word lists. 

Basque and Caucasian Lexicostatistics 

The lexical lists as they appear in they study by 

Tovar et al. (I96I) are shown in .Table 1. The results 



Table 1. Comparative list of words. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

1. I 

2. Thou 

3. he 

4. we 

5. ye 

6. they 

7. who 

8. where 

9. what 

10. when 

11. how 

12. and 

13. if 

ni 

i 

gu 

zuek 

nor 

non 

zer 

noiz 

nola 

eta 

ba-

gym 

gyt 

aLon 

muri 

turi 

3rry 

margin 

minky 

raq 

t i t d  

raqu 

cama 

eur 

se 

we 

je, -a 

te 

s° e 

ja, -a 

xet 

te 

sad 

s?diT° 
ek'?i 

taw 

-i, -re 

-me 

dun 

mun 

do-w 

. v 
excl. nxz 
incl. niX 

nuz 

do-1 

m. si-w 
f. si-D 

ki-

si-b 

kida 

kin 

-gi 

-ni 

me 
>/ 
sen 

is, lgl 
(obi. ma-) 

even 

tkven 

isini, 
igini 
(obi. ma-) 

vin 

sad 

ra 

rodis 

rogor 

da 

tu 



Table 1 , C omparative list of words —continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

14. because -lako enmec paje — imit?om rom 

15- at — -gty — -q -s 

16. in -n -k xe-, de-, 
P -

-X 
v. 
-si 

17. with -kin -a, ta de-, re -gun -it, -iturt 

18. there an anky 
A  

as do-a ik 

19. far urruti 3*5 • 
ncg 

k' d z e  rikk?ad, 
ri&?ad 

V  
sors 

20. near urbil v v.. cymca ble ?agar axlos 

21. right eskui mra A  _ o  
zaby e kvanara marovena 

22. here emen wutku 
A 

mas hani- ak 

23. that ura wotqan m 3  e- is, igi 
(obi. ima-) 

24. this au 9nqan a a- es 
(obi. ama-) 

25. left ezker i>acg semeg°3 kve?a- marcxena 

26. come etorri jat, 
pykir 

qe-k° ?e V r-\ • -ac?i mosvla 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

27. sit 

28. give 

29. fly 

30. stand 

31. hold 

32. fall 

33• swim 

3^• turn 

35• walk 

36. throw 

37- pull 

38. float 

39- lie 

eseri 

eman 

egan egin 

zutik egon 

euki 
(eutsi?) 

erori 

igeri egin 

itzuli 

ibilli 

bota 

tira 

waqo 

jyl, pynr 

rirja 

veLa 

ly*} 

sd 

X d  

b d b d  

t d  

w d b d t d  

6 Z ? e  

arat fe 

tyla s 0 

kaw, ryli fend 

lajvy k°?e 

paa, rinty, zsd 
wylgyp 

etzan 

amat, 
riwly, 
rir^u 

not

ary eg 

Les e 

taLe 

I d  

V 
-orzi 

w 
cc?e 

kkve 

-orti 

LLe-de 

-us si 

xvadi 

V v0 • -ecc?i 

cc?a 

-ecc?i, 
ecci 

-egi 

zi-

c-

prin-

deg-

c?er-

vard, cviv-

cur-

t?rial-

da-svla 

gd-,q?ar-

c?ev-

cur-

c?ev-



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgia: 

40. push bultzatu apty, ryp 
tala, up, 
vetat 

? ° d n k ' ? 2  tanki, 
tunki, du 

rek?-

41. flow jario pyiyi 
V 
ce cvaxxi d-

42. wash garbitu mace, 
rymyt 

Les# 
V • 
curi recx-

43. split erdiratu cyrjat P2g'0 qvalxi, 
qvarxi 

p?-

44. tie lotu wut, 
pynit 

pxe -uxi b-

45. hit jo ji, pytk we kke c-

46. wipe txukatu gytaw, 
tanat 

Lek'?£ k?veri 
V 
sr-

4?. cut ebaki 
V 
CUW1 x d  q?ini k?vet-

48. rub igortzi kege T s  ^.uXa psvnet? 

49. dig aitzurtu ryg t?<? -uqi txar-

50. scratch arramazkatu vagytku p?estXz> Xasa, qasa 
qars 

pxan-

51. squeeze estutu pitt q°#ze eve, 
cc?ve 

zlet?-



52 

53 

5̂  

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

6̂  

65 

66 

Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

year urte giwi iLes La?el c?eli 

day egun ?lo mafe . q?o dye 

night gau nyki k'es sordo ^ame 

one bat 3nnan z d  CO erti 

two bi rjira t°?d k?i ori 

three iru rjyro S 3  Lab sami 

four lau r^yra vV?d unq? otxi 

five bost myLyT} tfa 
V 
SU xuti 

six sei dnnan 
myLyr^ 

axik ekvsi 

seven zazpi r^era 
mylyr) 

bl3 an X? svidi 

eight zortzi am-r|yroot & miX? rva 

nine bederatzi qonacyrj b y ° d  1C? cxra 

ten amar myngyt ps?0 anc? ati 

twenty ogei qlik t°?ek'?0 q?o oci 

hundred eun myLyq-qlek se nus asi 



6? 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

7̂  

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar 

all 

few 

many 

some 

wide 

thick 

long 

thin 

narrow 

big 

little 

short 

ice 

guzti(ak) ym pstewd 

gutxi 

asko 

batzuek 

zabal 

lodi 

luze 

mee 

mear 

andi 

txiki 

labur 

orma 

taqr, kit t?ek°?a 

myk 

• » V 
mac 

kuv 

qi, um, 
wylt 

ura, iwl 

gyt 

ar, quv 

be 

g Q d r e  

beva 

j ° d m d  

k'?z»ha 

v s d y 0 #  

b*)faze 

majrj, kuu sx°e, jan 

yplu 

iwm 

gil, tin 

mak'e 

W?ek'? 

m3la 

t?ol, 
-utun 

daha-, 
maq?a-

?emer 

co-ja-1 

?eb,?a?id 

-iccad 

XXalat 

heren 

g?varid, 
cc?eder 

k?odo, 
k?udija-

hit?in 

q?oq? 

co?er 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

00
 

o
 

• salt gatz taju s2>T° cc?an marili 

81. star izar ar^ar z°a')r0e cc?va varsk?vlavi 

82. sun eguzki tirk t d J 2 >  "baq? mze 

83- wind aize ig. joo 
A 
Z 3 huri kari 

•
 

-3
-00 

sky zeru jejeq we zob ca 

85- cloud odei ja? pse nakk? frubeli 

86. rain euri il we-sxd cc?ad c?vima 

87. water ur miml ps3 LLin c?q?ali 

88. sea itsaso anqa x d  raLad z-pva 

89. smoke kee ny1 kk?uj k?vamli 

90. snow elur d ? l  we-s# ?azo tovli 

91. sand ondar cigag psaX°e sali Kvisa 

92. stone arri wukw m3z ° e gamac?, 
hec?o 

kva 

93. mountain mendi n'a 3 q°<9-she me?er mta 

9^. ashes (err)auts pirj sape raqu nacari 



95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

earth lur nuta c?a ra"X? mic?a 

dust auts pirj sape hur mt?veri 

lake aintzira gytg LaXe hor t?ba 

fog lano T°ez, 
psaf°e 

xux nisli 

river ibai vaam psa-Xe ?or mdinare 

fire su jyn, milg mas°?e c?a cecxli 

bark azal jomr wef0 qal kerki 

leaf osto wyt thape t?a potoli 

grass belar va? j wdca XXer balaxi 

tree zugaitz utt 
V/ 
c d G d  7 vet? xe 

root sustrai kinm, nyL teqe %?ibil jriri 

flower lore trja-cy jefe t?ex q?vavili 

woods baso umk m e z d  rox t?q?e 

seed azi — k'a le xon tesli 

berry fruitu uuna c°9mpe 
'straw-

q?ari naq?opi 
('fruit') 

berry' 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

110. stick makil utt bes t?il joxi 

111. worm ar kym hep?ace hapara, 
habara 

mat?li 

112. snake suge — ble borox gveli 

113- louse zorri myl c?e nacc? t?ili 

114. fish arrai ynny pce-z'3je ccu?a tevzi 

115- dog zakur att he hvej garli 

116. animal animali gynnik pse-w^-she can cxoveli 

117. "bird txori galga q°ele-bz<?w3 hincc? cit?i 

118. person pertsona oraweLan psewa'she 
V • 

CI adamiani 

119. woman emakume r^aw - s ° d z d  
V 

cc?uzu, 
LLadi 

kali 

120. child aur kmirj k' ?ele Limer bavsvi 

121. man gizon qlaul ross k?aci 

122. blood odol muL L d bi sisxli 

123. ear belarri vilu thek° ?5 me ?in q?uri 

124. hand esku myng ?e kver xeli 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

tongue mingain jil bze macc? ena 

tooth ortz rynn, vann ce ca k?bili 

foot oin 
• • • jag Le het?e pexi 

egg arrautz lig, tyrk K' ?e, 
k'?enk'?e 

Xono k?vercxi 

back bizkar qapti, 
rilaq 

tx?, 
k'?2b2 

muy zurgi 

tail isats r>o^ k'?e ^ v<-> racc? k?udi 

meat aragi 
takicg 

Id han xorci 

eye begi lila ne ber tvali 

feather luma tir} bze miAir bumbuli 

skin larru, 
azal 

gyig s° e t?ex t?q?avi 

bone ezur attym pqa raX?a ^vali 

head buru lawt she bet?er tavi 

mouth ao jykyrg ze, ?°a k?al p?iri 

nose sudur i?rj, jaqa pe me?er cxviri 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

wing ego ril tame kvarX?i prta 

heart bihotz g°<3 rak? guli 

fat koipe mytq daf e t?at?i koni 

guts este qala, 
Diggi 

k'?etij r> v 
Vorco c?elebi 

belly sabel nanq ndbe cex muceli 

neck lepo lyp, iqnn pse gabur k?iseri 

hair ille r y g ,  

kyrvy 
C d  ras, kar tma 

liver gibel ponta z e z d j e  t?ul -yvi^li 

leg anka gytka Le maho, 
boXK 

pexi 

drink edan ikwuci, 
ypaw 

s°e heq?e sv-

die il viq A?e Xve k?ved-

hear entzun valom de?°a ra?i sm-

see ikusi lu?, gita L e y ° d  -ixi xed-

sleep lo egin ayiq . . 
c d j e  A?izi jin-



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

3. live 

k. eat 

5. know 

6. bite 

7. fear 

8. think 

9• breathe 

0. vomit 

1. smell 

2. laugh 

3• sing 

b. suck 

bizi 

jan 

jakin 

ozka egin 

beldur 
izan 

pentsatu 

arnasa 
artu 

usaia 
aditu 

va 

qami 

gyjulat 

juu 

ajylg 

cimiju 

wyji 

oka egin gral 

tyke, 

parre egin argat, 
tanij 

kantatu tipajija 

psew^ 
V 

sxe 

s re 

ce-qe 
A 

ste 

bawe 

v 
Z d  

me 

A 
sx2 

c?ago 

kve 

La 

hanc?i 

A? eri 

g d -  p s a s d  u r q i ,  
urri 

edoski lov S e 

xi (noun) 

la?i 

ssunt?i, 
ssent?e 

-eLi 

kec? 
(•song') 

cc?unk?i 

cxovr-

c?am-

c-

k?b-
V. 
sm-

gon-

sultkm-

p?iris 
cayebineba 

q?nos-

cm-

myer-

c?ov-



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

cry negar egin terg J 3  gardi, 
?odi 

q?iv-

spit ixtua bota £inka w<? z ° d n t x e  tve nerc'q?v-

talk mintzatu wetgaw g ° d s d ? e  gali, 
k?aLa, 
-ici 

lap?arak? 

black beltz uv s ° ?ac?e c?e?er 
v . 
savi 

green berde lilil sX°* ?urccin mc?vane 

red gorri celg 
A 

pLdz ba?ar c?iteli 

white zuri ilg 
/\ 

fd z qah tetri 

yellow ori yplyla A A 
j ° e z  t?ohil q?viteli 

old zaar ynp, _ 
palqat 

z d  Xer ^veli 

dry legor kryg, pa T ° d  -aq?va xmeli 

good on mal s°?a LLik? k?argi 

new berri tur k'?5 c?i axali 

hot bero om, ciit fabe Xin tbili 

rotten ustel vil s ° d  (verb) turi (verb) damp?ali 
(root lp? 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

9« cold 

0. sharp 

1. correct 
(right) 

3. smooth 

"bad 

5. wet 

6. dull 

7. dirty 

8. brother 

9. sister 

0. father 

1. mother 

otz 

zorrotz 

zuzen 

2. straight zuzen 

leun 

txar 

eze 

-illun 

zikin 

anai 

arreba, 
aizpa 

aita 

ama 

ca?ca 

lrg, lrw 

vety 

u?ra 

jyrk, utg 

• • 
aqa 

ja? 

amp 

cari, a?la 
(n.) 

jicam 

cakett 

tfLyg 

l̂a 

ca?e 

pc?e 

kvac-an 

be?er 

j-'e (verb) haqq 

zafe 

ce-k°e 

s°?ej 

\/ 
s d  

sa-pX°d 

ate 

ane 

-it?i 
(verb) 

tama\ sabe 

dei, je?ej kves 

s°a (verb) . v/v . 
-1CC1 
(verb) 

c?ink?il 

qub 

w-acc 

j-acc 

emen 

ebel 

civi 

mk?vetri 

martali 

sc?ori 

brt?q?eli 

cudi 

sveli 

bneli 

c?uc?q?iani 

pa 

da 

mama 

deda 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words—continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

husband senar uwaquc ross kmari 

wife emazte rjaw S ° d  Z 3  
v / v 0  

v 

ccruzu, 
LLadi 

coli 

sew josi trji de -uq?i k?er-

rope soka kylgat pxe -uxi tok?i 

shoot tira qajnaw we X?vahi sar-

hunt eizean 
ibilli 

gili, 
i>ytty 

V  
se &an ba nadir-

cook egosi uwi, ypa, 
iqtit 

ze -eLi, ali f 
halde 

duf-

count kontatu rylg 
('finger•) 

P&e rikk?i ricxv-

play jostatu, 
jokatu 

uuHv g'eg°a -asandi 
V 

tamas-

clothing jantzi ker 
A 
say3-n ret?el sacmeli 

(root cv-) 

work lan varje ?°ef halt?i -yvac?li 

dance dantzatu puttura qe-s°e X?urdi cek?-

spear lantza qatv, raw ? ° j n k ' ? d  -orta laxvari 



Table 1 , Comparative list of words' —continued. 

English Basque Chukchi Circassian Avar Georgian 

o
 

C
M

 

stab zulatu ajup, 
tynp 

pag'a hunci, 
hunssi 

xanjari 

206. fight burruka kytern, 
tajkaw 

we q?e(r)A?e brr 

207. name izen nynn c?e cc?ar saxeli 

208. other beste alva,quli ade(-re) -at?a sxva 

209. not ez *' 1 •• 
Et~ f • • • ks. -ep, 

prohib.ma-
he£?o ara 

210. burn erre tylvy sd -uhi c?v-

211. blow aize egin tytty 
A 
pse pudi.puj ber-

212. freeze ormatu qi-ty., 
qiwga 

st2 -uhi q?in-

213. swell puztu tynut 
A 

ps,9 horo siv-

21k>. road bide ret „ 0 o„ T eg <9 nuK gza 

215. kill il tym w^k'?3 c^?va k?al-
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obtained from these lists are shown in Table 2. 

(Even though the main concern here is a Basque-

Caucasian relationship, it is significant and worthy of 

mentioning that the results obtained with respect to Basque 

and the Hamito-Semitic languages were higher than with the 

languages being compared in this study: Basque and Riff 

Berber, 6% or 9.67*^5 Basque and Sus Berber, 7-38?° or 

10.86*76; Basque and Coptic, 5»18$ or 6.59*%« and Basque and 

Arabic, ̂ .90% or 3.26*$. All these figures, if interpreted 

genetically, would tend to show that Basque and the Hamito-

Semitic languages could have diverged approximately 80 

centuries ago.) 

In analyzing the results, Tovar admits that he and 

his collaborators have more than once broken the rule which 

states that only one form should be given for each item. 

Another difficulty arose when trying to eliminate loan

words: some very recent ones were not counted; other more 

ancient ones were. This leads to questions of whether the 

outcome of the study will in the end reflect areal relation

ships rather than or as well as genetic ones. 

An example of this question is the case of the 

relative coincidence of Circassian and Avar, which Tovar 

attributes to their geographical location. He also finds 

it natural that there are more similarities between 

Circassian and Georgian than there are with Georgian and 
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Table 2 . Results obtained from comparative lists. 

Pairs of Languages Similar Lexical Items Similarities 

Basque-Chukchi 18,32,57,68,72?,90?, 
123*,131*?,1^4* 

2.08# or 2.17*# 

Basque-Circassian 9*,20,22,24*?,27*, 
58,76*,83?,89*,100*, 
104*,137*,149*,173, 
185,190?, 191?,197 

6.62# or 7.52*# 

Basque-Avar 9*,17,24*,27*?,32, 
89*,94*,111?,185, 
209* 

3.80# or 5.37*# 

Basque-Georgian 12?,24*,27*?,39*?, 
54*,76*,89*?,93*, 
103,115*,121*,146*, 
187,206,215* 

4.73 # or 7.52*# 

Circassian-Avar 9*,24*,30*?,36,40, 
55*,65?,68,78,89*, 
92*,102*,106,111, 
112,113*,119*,126*, 
128*,174*,186,207*, 
208 

9.76# or 12.90*# 

Avar-Georgian 21,24*,27*,32,37, 
52,53,83,84,149*, 
195,199 

5.60$ or 3.22*# 

Circassian-Georgian 18?,27*,57?,66,69*, 
95*,112,130*,l4o*, 
148*,155*?,158?, 
164,179*,185 

5.14# or 7.52*# 

Chukchi-Circassian 50,68,151*,153?, 
179* 

1.86# or 2.15*# 

Chukchi-G e orgian 1*,9*,11,21,29*, 
32,47?,92*,142 

3.75# or 4.34*# 

Chukchi-Avar 8,32,75,76*,104*, 
145*,155* 

3.30# or 4.34# 

* All items with an asterisk are from the shorter lexical 
list; percentages with an asterisk are also obtained 
from the shorter list. 
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Avar, because Avar is found in an isolated region of 

Daghestan (Tovar 1961:262). 

As far as the relationships of these languages with 

Basque, he tends to believe that "... the languages have 

taken from the primitive sources that might have existed in 

their region, over which transient elements have super

imposed themselves" (Tovar 1961:262). He believes that 

what elements Basque shares with the languages of North 

Africa may have belonged to a western pool, while those that 

it shares with the Caucasian languages may have belonged to 

a pool that did not reach the southern part of the 

Mediterranean. The indices of a relationship between 

Basque, on the one hand, and Caucasian on the other, lead, 

according to Tovar, to a time depth which goes back into 

the Neolithic period. 

Tovar's comments on the findings are followed by 

Swadesh's own interpretation of the data. Swadesh finds 

that there may be correspondences as high as 26$ between the 

two northern Caucasian vocabularies and about 22% between 

Basque and Georgian. He adds that it seems "... the 

northern Caucasian languages have, to a great extent, lost 

the final consonants of the root, with the resulting ambi

guities" (Tovar 1961:265). For this reason he believes that 

Basque-Avar correspondences should only be CV, whereas the 

Basque-Georgian ones are quite frequently CYC, or CYC-CC 

due to loss of a vowel in Georgian. The following would 
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exemplify his theories: Basque and Georgian (CC) , numbers 

67, 121, 115» 93, 177» 105 (in Basque from *surai. re

duplicated *susrai,) 140, 146, 215» maybe 30 (zu-tik:deg-) 

and 54. 

Shorter elements that appear to be cognates are 

those corresponding to 209, 76, 27. 207 (which he suggests 

should be compared to Circassian, Avar, Berber, Georgian, 

and Hebrew sm 'to hear')» 100 (which he believes can be re

lated to the Avar and Circassian words with glottalized 

variants of the root). Other possible cognates include 117> 

102, 126, and 157. 

Swadesh continues his discussion by pointing out 

that alternations may be postulated, in fact may be nec

essary, for the relationship of the northern Caucasian lan

guages with the Basque language to be understood. He gives 

the example of Basque g, for k and k' at an earlier stage 

of this language. 

In this study, Swadesh suggests a variation for 

arriving at a possible figure for chance. He does not 

think that 5% should always be used because "This figure 

fluctuates according to the peculiarities of the languages 

which are compared" (Tovar 1961:265). For example, between 

Basque and northern Caucasian it could be as high as 10 or 

15$ because of the reduction of roots. However, he feels 

that between Basque and Georgian it might not even reach 3% 
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"because the calculations may "be limited to those forms which 

have two consonants in common. 

Swadesh goes on to stress that in order to carry 

out the comparisons with Basque properly, it is necessary to 

use all the dialectal or older forms which are available. 

He poses the following hypotheses: that where there is evi

dence of an h which has disappeared, one should think of a 

kh in the original; that perhaps the ancient ph may have 

become an h; and that where there is no evidence of an ini

tial h, one should see a prothetic vowel. 

Swadesh, apparently disagreeing with Tovar, be

lieves that the theory of the "mixing" of the languages is 

not the correct one, unless one speaks of " . . . influences 

among the regional dialects in a very ancient epoch, when a 

continuous linguistic community existed" (Tovar 1961:267). 

In this case, one would be talking of 5,000 or 6,000 years, 

but he thinks the time depth should be augmented by 50% 

because it is possible that there may be a distortion or a 

"drift" factor which has influenced the cognate listings. 

Finally, he again states that his cognate percent

ages were much higher than Tovar's, and again he asks if 

it was because Tovar took only CYC cases into account or if 

it was due to the fact that he recognized phonetic corre

spondences which perhaps Tovar did not. 

Michelena then follows Swadesh's comments (and 

some notes on the Hamito-Semitic languages written by 
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Vycichl) with some of his own. Perhaps the most important 

comment made by Michelena is in regard to the dialect he 

used when translating the lexicostatistic list into Basque. 

He states that it is rather literary, the kind of language 

he would use when giving a lecture or writing. He himself 

considers it "purist." As has been seen before in Chapter 

page 32, this would tend to skew the results, and so one 

is on the alert as far as the findings of the study are con

cerned. In general, Michelena's dialect here is a combina

tion of a predominant Guipuzcoan one with influences from 

High-Navarrese. 

Michelena explains why certain lexical items have 

caused problems. In the first place, 'he' and 'they' were 

not entered because there are no real third person pronouns 

in Basque. He has also left out 'float' because the Basque 

gloss would be more like 'swim'; and there is no transla

tion for 'at'. Some other items have been translated with 

only one Basque equivalent: 'die' and 'kill', 'right' 

('correct') and 'straight', 'pull' and 'short'. He adds 

that there is also very little difference between 'wing' 

and 'fly'. As far as the demonstratives and adverbs of 

place, the one indicating that it is the closest and the one 

farthest away have been chosen. 

Michelena is not too happy with the lexicostatistics 

list; in fact, he does not appear too happy with the method 
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itself. He finds the lists have a certain New World 

"flavor." In particular, he finds that many verbs are 

problematic with respect to Basque because of the way 

Basque verbs are created by adding to a certain nominal a 

verb of very general significance, for example, igeri egin 

'to swim', ibilli egin 'to walk', egan egin 'to fly', and 

so forth. 

Besides these problems, Michelena found the differ

ent results obtained with different language lists to be 

quite disconcerting. After he had worked through the . 

English version of the list, he compared his glosses with 

the Spanish version and found that he had to make some 

changes. These changes are as follows: 

31. More precisely eutsi 'to grasp'; euki 'to have 

a hold on'. 

3^. itzuli 'to return, to turn around (and go back)'. 

39- In modern usage etzan is more 'to go to bed, to 

throw oneself down'; 'to lie down' would be 

etzanik (etzanda) egon. 

^3• There seems to be a difference between erdiratu 

'to split (something) in half', and artesitu 

'to split' (a reflexive verb). 

^9- aitzurtu appears to mean 'to dig, lift and move 

the soil around with an instrument'5 'excavate' 

would be zuloa egin. iriki, literally, 'to make, 

open, (the) hole'. 



72. lodi means 'thick, plump, gross'; gizen is 'fat'. 

97* aintzira is very literary due to the fact that 

there are few, if any, lakes in the Basque area; 

lintzura would "better approximate 'lake', even 

though it is more like 'marsh'. 

105. zain 'root' can "be added; it can also mean 'vein'. 

109. Michelena has translated 'berry' as fruitu 'fruit'. 

118. In some cases kristau. literally 'Christian' has 

been used. 

141. gizen is '(meat) fat' as opposed to 'lean'. 

160. Michelena finds oka egin 'vomit' completely 

literary. 

161. He is uncertain as to which meaning of 'smell' 

should be used: 'smell' as odor, or 'smell' as 

sensation. 

I67. He adds to this item itz egin. literally 'to make 

(a) word(s)'. 

184. txar 'bad' is used for people and things; 

gaizto 'bad' is only for people, perhaps in some 

instances for animals. 

186. He finds 'dull' a very difficult item: he has 

taken it to be 'obscure, dark* (because of the 

Georgian gloss). 'Dull, blunt' is kamuts. 

189. He clarifies his gloss: arreba is 'sister of a 

brother', aizxia is 'sister of a sister1. 
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200. There is a slight difference "between .iostatu 

'to play children's games, to have fun', and 

.iokatu 'to play cards, soccer, "ball . . .' 

20^. (A typographical error refers to this as number 

^03.) There is also another word, astamakilla 

which is sometimes translated as a 'club, stick, 

truncheon'; it could have originally meant 

'handle of a spear, lance'. 

210. Michelena has translated 'to burn (itself)' as 

erre: 'to burn, to be on fire' would be sutan 

egon. (Tovar 1961:275-6) 

In general, Michelena believes that the translations 

have been less than consistent; his difficulties in finding 

translation equivalents in his native language would cer

tainly lend credence to this opinion. 

The Basque linguist continues his comments with a 

summary of some other problems which he sees, especially in 

light of the lexicostatistical study. One of the conse

quences of the application of this method is that some of 

the best significant resemblances which had been hitherto 

proposed to not appear here: Basque su 'fire' and Georgian 

c?v- 'to burn'; Georgian ori 'two' with the beginning of the 

Basque word zortzi 'eight' (this might be analogous to the 

similarity between bat 'one' and the initial element of 

bederatzi 'nine' in Basque). 
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He goes on to state that many of the similarities 

which have appeared in this study had already been posited 

by Uhlenbeck, Duiiiezil, Bouda and/or Lafon, whereas many 

resemblances which these same authors have defended do not 

appear to be given serious thought by Tovar: specifically 

53, 125, 135, 138, 173, and 195-

Michelena suggests numbers 39 and 187 should perhaps 

not be counted on this list because they would conflict 

with Lafon1s theory that Caucasian, especially Georgian, 

aspirated affricates and fricatives correspond to Basque 

retroflex affricates and fricatives, while Basque apicals 

correspond to Caucasian glottalized sounds. 

Michelena would also eliminate from the count a few 

more items: Ik, 2k, and 89, because there is only one conso

nant (or vowel) to compare. Number 76 is problematic be

cause it has been suggested, and he believes correctly so, 

that it is a compound, in which case the principal compo

nent would be in the first element. He does not accept 

numbers 53, 125, and 195, the last because it is generally 

accepted to be a loanword from Latin. Finally, he states 

he is very reluctant to accept 206 burruka 'fight' which 

seems to have come, according to Corominas, from borro 

'a year-old sheep, especially a fighting sheep'; and 135 

ezur 'bone'. 
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One final word: it is not clear why Tovar and his 

collaborators decided to include Chukchi in the study. 

It is possible they did so to further the inquiry of the 

hypothesis which links the Chukchi language to Basque genet

ically, but it is also possible they included it as a con

trol. In either case, they did not explain this action. 



CHAPTER 8 

BASQUE AND CAUCASIAN: THE TYPOLOGICAL METHOD 

Although Tovar is the linguist who has done most of 

the recent work in the field of comparative Basque typology, 

it is proper to recognize, as Tovar himself does, that the 

initial work in this area was published "by de Rijk (19^9)• 

It was in de Rijk's article that Basque was examined 

to see if it did indeed "belong to Type III languages, as 

had "been previously claimed by Greenberg (1966). Greenberg 

had postulated that Type III languages, whose word order is 

principally SOV, obeyed certain universals which other 

types of languages did not. De Rijk examined three of the 

universals which Greenberg had defined as follows: 

1. (Universal i|-) With overwhelming greater than 
than chance frequency, languages with normal 
SOY order are postpositional (Greenberg I966: 
110) . 

2. (Universal 12) If a language has dominant 
order VSO in declarative sentences, it al
ways puts interrogative words or phrases 
first in interrogative word questions, if it 
has dominant order SOV in declarative ques
tions, there is never such an invariant rule 
(1966:111) .  

3. (Universal 16) In languages with dominant 
order VSO, an inflected auxiliary always 
precedes the main verb. In languages with 
dominant order SOV, an inflected auxiliary 
always follows the main verb (1966:111). 

118 
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As far as Universal k is concerned, all Basque dia

lects bear out this claim: there are no prepositions in 

the language. 

With regard to Universal 12, de Rijk states: 

"There is no obligation in Basque to put Wh-words at the 

front of the sentence. No doubt under the influence of the 

neighboring Romance languages, such words are, in fact, 

frequently preposed" (1969'• 325) • 

Finally, in discussing Universal 16, he notes that 

the Universal is borne out "... with the important excep

tion of negative and emphatically positive sentences" 

(de Rijk 1969s327)» However, he adds that this "standard 

system is adhered to quite closely in contemporary 

Guipuzcoan and Biscayan texts," yet he finds that in 

Labourdin, Low-Navarrese, and Souletin "the auxiliary quite 

often precedes the main verb in positive as well as in neg

ative sentences" (1969:333)* 

After arriving at these conclusions, de Rijk goes 

further still and looks for other arguments to support the 

theory that Basque is an SOV language. To do this, he 

looks at two other factors: relative clauses and focus. 

With respect to the first of these two he declares that 

both SOY and OSY may be found and that the question of 

relative-clause order is linked to the question of focus. 

Focus is an extremely important trait of the Basque 

language. Perhaps because word order in the language is 
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"to some extent free" (de Rijk 196953^2), focus has not 

"been given the proper attention in many of the grammars on 

the language. The definition of focus which de Rijk gives 

is as follows: "As a term of semantic analysis, focus can 

be defined roughly as that part of the comment of (the 

semantic representation of) a sentence that the speaker 

wishes to put in contrast with other alternatives" (1969: 

3W . 

Furthermore, he explains that focus must be in a 

specific place in a sentence: "In positive sentences, the 

position immediately preceding the whole verbal complex 

will be called 'focus position.'" It is noteworthy to 

point out that de Rijk adds: "There is nothing similar in 

the Romance languages, nor are there any grounds of logic 

or universal grammar on which to expect anything like this 

to be the case" (1969:3^)* Some of de Rijk's examples will 

serve to illustrate the issue: to be able to translate the 

English sentence "Grandfather will come tomorrow.", we need 

to know if the antecedent question is Nor etorriko da Mar? 

('Who will come tomorrow?'), in which case the answer would 

Biar aitona etorriko da ('Tomorrow grandfather will 

come'). But if the question is Noiz etorriko da aitona? 

('When will grandfather come?'), the answer would be Aitona 

biar etorriko da ('Grandfather tomorrow will come'). 

One more observation is relevant to this discussion: 

that at times there may not be any focus in a sentence— 
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there may not have been a question—in which case the ele

ment in front of the verb is not focused, it simply repre

sents whatever happened to have fallen in that place. 

In the final analysis, de Rijk maintains that 

Basque does indeed consistently appear to be of the SOY 

type, but that, interestingly enough, it is not always 

obligatorily so. 

Comparative Syntactical Typology 

The method of syntactical typology which de Rijk 

discusses mostly with regard to Basque is applied compara

tively by Tovar. He expands on Greenberg's findings with 

Welsh and Quechua by applying the same technique to some 

other languages as shown in Table 3 (Greenberg 1966, 

Tovar 1977)! 

Table 3. Comparative Syntactical Typology as done by Tovar. 

Language Pr NA NG ND * 

Welsh I + + + + 

Quechua III — - - -

Berber I + + + + 

Greek II + + + + 

Modern Greek II + + + + 

Spanish, French II + + + -

German II + — + — 

Latin III + — — — 

Basque III — + — + 

* Explanation of symbols: Type I languages are YSO, Type 
II are SVO and Type III are SOY. Pr represents Prepo
sitions, NA represents Noun and Adjective, NG represents 
Noun and Genitive, and ND represents Noun and Demonstra
tive . 
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(It should be noted here that Tovar is not entirely 

happy with all of the designations as shown in Table 3 : 

there are exceptions in some languages that make them dif

ficult to classify, for example, early Greek, which is con

sidered a Type II language by some linguists. Tovar has 

made the decisions on overall patternings.) Tovar believes 

that Basque is more similar to Quechua than to any of the 

other languages shown in Table 3 because postpositions and 

the GN order are very much of the Type III kind. 

In a later article, Tovar also discusses the work 

of Eguzkitza (1978). The latter raises questions with re

gard to Greenberg's work, some of which had been well-

explained and accounted for in de Rijk's article. Tovar 

does not agree with Eguzkitza's objections to Universal 18, 

but finds himself more in sympathy with him in his objec

tions to Universals 19 and 21. (Tovar appears to have 

erroneously referred to Universal 25; a second look at the 

evidence will show that Eguzkitza and Tovar are discussing 

Universal 21.) 

Greenberg's Universal 19 is as follows: "When the 

general rule is that the descriptive adjective follows, 

there may be a minority of adjectives which usually precede, 

but when the general rule is that descriptive adjectives 

precede, there are no exceptions" (1966:111). Eguzkitza's 

reply to this is: "There's no such adjective [type] in the 

Basque language" (1978:52). Universal 21 states: "If some 
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or all adverbs follow the adjective they modify, then the 

language is one in which the qualifying adjective follows 

the noun and the verb precedes the nominal object as the 

dominant order" (1966:111). However, as Eguzkitza points 

out and illustrates with an example, the adverb can really 

be quite far away from its adjective: 

1 2 3 ^ **> Oso gizon onJ horik datozD. 

4 13 2^ 'These very good^ men come .' 

(Eguzkitza 1978:53)- (Example translated by present author.) 

Comparative Morphological Typology 

Tovar, however, has taken more interest in the 

study of the morphological typology of Basque and other lan

guages. In his study on the subject, he begins by explain

ing the methodology advocated by Greenberg (see Chapter 5)» 

then presents the latter1s results before offering us his 

own. Results obtained by Greenberg are shown in Table ̂  . 

The results obtained by Tovar are shown in Tables 5 and 

6 t 

From these results, Tovar draws the following con

clusions: First, Basque is obviously different from the 

neighboring Romance languages and many other Indo-European 

languages; however, they do share certain similarities. 

There are also some coincidences with Berber which may be 

due to something more than chance. 



Table 4 . Results obtained by Greenberg (1960:193). 
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1. Synthesis 2.59 2.12 1.52 1.68 2.17 2.55 1.06 3.72 

2. Agglutination .09 .11 .3^ • 30 .51 .67 • • • .03 

3. Compounding 1.13 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.07 1.00 

4. Derivation .62 .20 .10 .15 .35 .07 .00 1.25 

5- Gross Inflection .84 • 90 .39 .53 .82 .80 .00 1.75 

6. Prefixing .16 .06 .01 .04 .00 1.16 .00 .00 

7. Suffixing 1.18 1.03 .49 . 64 1.15 .41 .00 2.72 

8. Isolation .16 .15 • 52 • 75 .29 .40 1.00 .02 

9. Pure Inflection .46 .47 • 29 .14 • 59 .19 .00 .46 

10. Concord • 38 .38 .19 .11 .12 .41 .00 .38 



Table 5 • Results obtained by Tovar (1977s455) 

French German Latin Greek 
Modern 
Greek 

Middle 
Welsh Welsh 

Lokono 
(Arawak) Quechua 

1. 1.30 1.77 2.20 1.92 1.78 1.33 1.38 2.42 2.26 

2. 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.26 0.98 

3- 1.01 1.13 1.02 1.05 1.03 1.06 1.07 1.81 1.01 

4. 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.15 0.22 0.05 0.15 0.30 0.23 

5. 0.31 0.54 1.02 0.85 0.59 0.21 0.16 0.71 1.07 

6. 0.04 0.09 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.08 0.38 0.00 

7. 0.30 0.50 1.04 1.71 0.71 0.26 0.30 1.01 1.30 

8. 0.58 0.39 0.30 0.38 0.32 0.62 0.80 0.42 0.68 

9- 0.09 0.24 0.46 0.40 0.2 6 0.16 0.06 0.31 0.17 

10. 0.32 0.37 0.23 0.22 0.41 0.21 0.13 0.26 0.14 



Table 6 . Results obtained by Tovar (several tests) 

BASQUE BERBER SPANISH 
I* II III I II III I II HI 

1 .  2.00 2.13 2.06 1.73 1.59 1.66 1.68 1.69 1.68 

2. 0.67 0.59 0.63 0.50 0.14- 0.32 0.04- 0.08 0.06 

3. 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.04- 1.03 

4-. 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.18 0.14-

5- 0.78 1.01 0.89 0.28 0.38 0.33 O.65 0.37 0.51 

6.  0.17 0.23 0.20 0.4-1 0.34. 0.37 0.05 0.05 0.05 

7. 0.76 0.88 0.82 0.37 0.11 0.24- 0.57 0.53 0.55 

8. 0.5*1- 0.53 0.53 0.67 0.55 0.61 0.4-5 0.61 0.53 

9- 0.36 0.3 6 O.36 0.10 0.39 0.24- 0.09 0.16 0.12 

LO. 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.21 0.05 0.13 0.4-5 0.23 0.34-

* I represents the first test, II the second test, and III the 
average of the two tests. 
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The synthesis and gross inflection indices are high 

and "bring to mind the old western Indo-European forms. The 

suffixing index is lower than in Anglo-Saxon or Latin, but 

higher than Greek. The composition index is higher than 

in French or Spanish, and more like Welsh. Agglutination 

is very high in Basque, as it is in Yakut or Swahili, while 

in Indo-European it is either zero or very low. This index 

is again very high in Berber. Once more, unlike Indo-

European, but like Berber, prefixing is quite high. 

Tovar poses the question of whether or not it is 

significant that, in derivational terms, Basque and French 

are very similar. However, the isolating index is higher 

than in the Romance languages. Finally, if gross inflec

tion and concord are added, Basque will appear somewhere 

between French and Spanish. 

Following is the Basque text used by Tovar to 

analyze the morphological typology of the language. 

(Written by de Lizardi, pseudonym of Jose Maria Aguirre, 

1896-1933» taken from Fr. Ignacio Omaechevarria's Euskera, 

un -poco de gramatica v algo de morfologia del verbo vasco, 

Zarauz 1959» 264 and following pages.) 

1. Aspaldi-ko-a . . .!: i-re-a orain-txe jaso-
tze-a egin d-ia-t. 2. Ez d-aki-k nola-ko poz-
ez irakurri d-e-d-an. 3- Izan ere, sei urte 
elkar-ikusi gabe . . _._4. Bana orain-go-an ba
a-tor, ta oso-ko etor-tze-a izan-go al-dek! 

5. Emazte-a ta guzi-o-k on-ik g-au-de-la esa-
te-a atsegin z-ai-d-ak. 6. N-re koxkorr-a-k 
ezagu-tzen ez d-it-u-ke-la a-i-en arg-azki 
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(erretratu) "bat eska-tzen d-id-ak. 7. Ni or-
tan, orde, zabar-samarr-a na-u-k, eta erretratu-
z etxe-on ez gatx-eo-k orrein ornitua-ak. 
8. Bana da-n-a d-a-la, eu-re begi-z nexka-
mutiko-o-k ezagutu bitarte-ko, ne-ron-ek egin-
go d-ia-t, ne-re esku-z, arg-azki . . . 9» ta, 
ia zine ere esa-te-ko n-atxego-k: ' etxe barne 
bizi' bat egin-go d-ia-t, erdera-z bodegon 
viviente esan-go ba-gen-du-ke bezela. 10. Bart-
arrats-eko ordu-erdi-txo bat dibujatu-ko d-ia-
t eta ar-tara alde-alde-ra antz-eman-go d-io-k 
aurr-a-k nola-ko-a-k d-it-u-d-an. 11. ots 
beste non-nai-ko-en antzeko-a-k. 

Literal translation: 

1. (Friend) absent: yours right now I have received. 

2. You don't know with what kind of joy I have read 

it. 3. There are, truthfully, six years without see

ing each other. But this time you are coming, and 

may it be a definitive coming! 

5- That the wife and everyone well we are I have the 

satisfaction of telling you. 6. With the pretext 

that you don't know my little ones you ask me for a 

photo of them. 7. But me, in this, you have me quite 

lazy, and of photos at home we are not so equipped. 

8. Anyway, until the girls and boys you meet with 

your eyes, I myself will make by my hand a picture 

... 9. and even I am ready to say a movie: I will 

make you a living home, as if we said in Spanish a 

'living tippling-house'. 10. I will draw you a 

little half hour of yesterday last night and in this 

way you will make yourself an idea of how are my 

children: 11. well, similar to others of any other place. 
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Basque and Caucasian Typologies 

Because of the disharmonies shown by Basque, that 

is, it is a Type III language, but with respect to NAdj 

and NDem it is more similar to Type I languages like Celtic 

in Western Europe and Berber in Africa, Tovar poses the 

question of whether Basque might have earlier been a more 

consistent Type III language. This Type III language now, 

through areal influences, has become more like Type I. 

This is an interesting question. Lehmann (197^) 

has suggested that Indo-European was originally a Type III 

language, and that it has stayed thus in Asia, as is seen 

in some Indie languages, in Modern Armenian, and Persian. 

However, to the west the languages are all Type II, except 

insular Celtic, as is evidenced by the modern Romance, 

Germanic, and Slavic languages. 

All this leads up to the crucial hypothesis which 

Tovar is considering: Could it be that Type III languages 

had an oriental origin? And could it be then, that the 

Type III found in Basque means that the language itself 

could have come from that or a contiguous area? This 

hypothesis continues the trend which has tried, for some 

time, to connect Basque and the Caucasian languages. 

It is important to stress that most of the linguists 

who have done research in this field have tried to connect 

Basque to the Caucasian languages in general, without 

first deciding the issue of Caucasian unity. 
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Dzavaxisvili tried to propose one common Caucasian 

language, "but was not "believed to have sufficient proof 

for his theory. Vogt, for one, was skeptical. Others, 

like Dume'zil, have believed in the unity of certain fami

lies; in the latter's case, the unity of the southern 

languages as opposed to the northern ones, which he consi

ders to be an entity as well. Michelena, who is quite sus

picious of a Basque and Caucasian affiliation but 

nevertheless accepts the fact that they are quite alike 

typologically, believes.that the similarities found among 

the Caucasian languages of the northeast and the northwest 

are borrowed and finds the theory of one common Caucasian 

language unacceptable (Michelena 1968:1^21). 

The linguist who gave a great deal of credence to 

the Caucasian and Basque genealogical hypothesis was Bouda. 

Vogt answered with a very skeptical article (1955)> which 

succeeded in ending the authority that Bouda had enjoyed 

up to that point with respect to this issue. Others, 

though, had also defended the hypothesis, and Vogt did not 

criticize them as harshly as he had Bouda. 

Vogt is unwavering in his demand that the issue of 

Caucasian unity be resolved before a Caucasian-Basque com

parison be attempted. Michelena, on the other hand, and 

many others who have not explicitly stated so, believe that 

it is perfectly acceptable to try to prove an affiliation 

between Basque and the Caucasian languages before the 
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question of Caucasian unity is settled. The least one can 

do is admit the possibility. 

At this point Tovar proceeds to examine two of the 

many Caucasian languages from a typological point of view. 

The two he chooses to work with are Avar and Georgian. 

Explanation of symbols: morpheme juncture - ; 

morpheme juncture of the agglutinating type + ; concord 

= = = ; pure inflection — ) isolating link . Tovar 

adds that he found it difficult to analyze the separation 

of compound words, or those with clitics, and those are 

shown as /+/. 

The Avar test used by Tovar that follows was pub

lished by Lewy in 1953: 

1. co/+/Xan-as+ul v+uk?+un v+ugo k?i+go/yv-as. 

2. k?udijas-te cc?ar b+uk?+un b+ugo Omar, 
(h)it?inas-te Bacir. 

3. Bacir ab+ura+u/+/v+as X an-as+e c?qq 
v+or)+u-le+u v+uk?+un v+ugo. 

X an unt+un v+ugo. 5- X an-as ah+un v+ugo 
k?i-jau+go v+as zinda+go as+go. 

6. va/+/d-ir/+/Aim-al nagah/+/dun/+/ Xu+ana/+/ni 
meX-aX , d-ir vasi-gat 

b+ugo nuz+oda: 7- nuz, nuz+oda/+/go zani 
req+on/+/Xuad-e. 

8. d-ir/+/naqqe xxut?+ara+b rixxzi/+/gi bas-sad/+/ 
b+ir)+e 

9. Xan/+/X+un ugo. 10. emenX+unXadu xxalat kk+im 
hec?o Umar-ica emen-as+ul vasi-gat. 

il. Bacir qvar-id ha+v+ize rek?+un v+ugo. 
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12. hedin/+/go, Bacir kinda/+/t?asa v+ixxiz/+/ 
a+v+ila abun ur^+un v+ugo. 

13. Bacir-ida Xa,+n b+ugo Omar-ida rak?-al-da 
b+u-ge+b/+/zo, 

1^+. (pp. 3 and 4) do+u beceda+u cij-as+ul 
j+ik?+un j+igo co j+as. 

15* (p* 3) Bacir-ida do+i "bercina+i j+as/+/gi 
j+ixx+un j+igo. 

16. (p. 3) zib+nigi a+u, v+as-as+da kan^i b+ixx 
+ule+b b+uk?+un hec?o. 

17• (p. 3 s.) du-r c?ul+al hak-ica han-al tahi 
ha-b-un gu+t?e. 

Translation: 

1. A king had two sons. 2. The oldest was called 

Omar, the youngest, Bacir. 3- The son called Bacir 

was much loved by the king. k. The king became sick. 

5. The king called both sons to him, then. 6. "My 

sons, if I suddenly die, my inheritance is yours: 

7. You, then, between yourselves behave in united 

fashion. 8. The inheritance that will remain after 

me shall be divided into two halves." 9- The king 

died. 10. After the father's death, Omar did not obey 

the father's statement for much time. 11. Bacir began 

to feel threatened. 12. For he was thinking how Bacir 

could be lost. 13• Bacir knew what Omar had in his 

heart. 1^. This rich man had this daughter. 

15. Bacir saw this beautiful girl. 16. This young 

man saw no light. 17. From your wooden cart a colt 

of meat is not born. 
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Tovar arrives at the following conclusions from his 

study of the Avar text: Avar has postpositions to show 

case and also for subordination. In its word order it 

shows: DemN, GenN, and AdjN, all Type III characteristics, 

but SVO is also to be found. Tovar points out that Avar, 

like Basque, is an ergative language, and that what one 

generally refers to as subject and object are not the same 

as in languages which are ergative: "... what we call 0 

has no case sign, and can be theoretically considered sub

ject of a passive verb" (Tovar 1979:21). 

In spite of some instances of SYO order, the con

struction for relative clauses confirms Type III charac

teristics, as it was found to be the case with Basque. 

More similarities between Avar and Basque are 

found in the development of auxiliary verbs used for peri

phrastic constructions. 

Finally, Tovar once again mentions the difficulties 

involved in the separation of words in the Avar text, which 

he attributes perhaps to the enclitic elements prevalent 

in the sample. 

The Georgian text used by Tovar is from Finck (1910): 

1. or sopl+el+s bavsv+s marc?q?v+i mi+h+kon+da 
kalak+si ga+sasq?id+at. 

2. ert+s didi k?ac+is ezo+si ima+t da+i+nax+es 
iset+i prinvel+i. 

3. rogor+i+c tav+is dze+si ar e+nax+a+t. 

es prinvel+i parsevang+i i+q?-o. 
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5. is amaq?ad da+seir+nob+da ezo+si, xan q?vir+ 
oda da xan sli+da tav+is 

u+msven+ier+es bolo+s, romel+i+c lamaz+ad 
brcq?v+inav+da mze+zed. 

6. ra turpa prinvel+i a, camo+i+dzax-a ert+ma 
bavsv+ta+gan+ma, ra k?iser+i a+kv+s. 

7. me am+is+tana cem+s dze+si ara m+i+naxav+s+ra. 

8. ar+c magden+at k?arg+i a, rogor+c sen a+keb 
u+p?asux+a amxanag+ma. 

v 
aba se+xed+e, ra+s u+gav+s pex+eb+i an ra 
sadzagl+ad q?viri+s. 

9. me tval-1 ver mo+m+i+sorebi-a mag+is tvis, ra 
bumbul+i a+kv+s, 

pex+eb+i ar+c+ki da+m+i+naxav+s, ver+c xma 
ga+v+i+gon+e. 

10. am dro+s gamo+i+ar-a ezo+si saxl+is patron+ma 
tav+is p?at?ara kal+it. 

11. ga+i+gon+es es saubar+i, da deda+m h+k?itx-a 
svil+i, romel+i stq?ui+s im+at+si+o. 

12. kal+ma p?asux+i ver mi+s+c-a. 

13. or+i+ve scdebi+an, a+uxsn-a deda+m, ert+ma 
da+u+nax-a cven+s 

parsevang+s marto is ra+c k?arg+l a+k?v+s, 
meore+m marto cud+i. 

Translation: 

1. Two peasant boys were taking strawberries to the 

city to sell. 2. In the courtyard of a rich man they 

saw a bird 3. the. like of which they had never seen 

before. It was a peacock. 5« The bird strutted 

proudly around the yard, alternately screaming and 

spreading its beautiful tail, which shone marvelously 



in the sun. 6. "What a gorgeous "bird," exclaimed 

one of the boys, "and look at its fine neck. 7. I've 

never seen anything like it." 8. "It's not so great," 

replied his friend. "Look at those funny legs, and 

how about the ugly sound it makes." 9- "I can't take 

my eyes off it [said the first boyj. Look at those 

pretty feathers. I didn't notice its legs, and I don't 

care about the noise it makes." 10. Meanwhile, the 

lady of the house came out into the yard with her little 

girl. 11. Overhearing the conversation, the mother 

asked her daughter, "Which one is wrong?" 12. The 

girl couldn't answer. 13. "Both are mistaken," ex

plained the mother. "The one sees only the good points 

in our peacock, the other only the bad." 

From the Georgian text, Tovar arrived at the follow

ing conclusions: Georgian, like Basque and Avar, also has 

suffixes which agglutinate; however, there is a difference 

with respect to the two Caucasian languages, and it is that 

the suffixes are repeated and concord is observed in this 

procedure. There are also some adverbial type post

positions . 

Besides these characteristics, the order of AdjN, 

DemN, and GenN also indicate that Georgian falls in the 

Type III language category. Yet the SYO order appears 

quite frequently and Tovar asks if this is due to a Greek 
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influence which has made Georgian more similar to Type II 

languages. 

Tovar finds some additional similarities between 

Basque and Georgian which he hastens to point out: the 

Georgian word tavi 'head' can be compared to the Basque 

word buru 'head' in that they can both be used reflexively. 

A few examples will help to illustrate this point: Jon'ek 

bere burua il du. 'John has committed suicide', literally 

'John has killed his head'} Zuen burua geiegi maite duzute 

'You love yourselves too much', literally 'You love your 

heads too much'; Nere burua ezagutzen dut 'I know myself', 

literally 'I know my head' (Umandi 1959:122). 

The Georgian verb brings to mind some aspects of the 

Basque conjugation, even though they are distinct. By com

paring dainaxes 'they saw' (2) and daunaxa 'he saw' (13)> 

Tovar finds that there is not only a difference in number, 

but also a vowel difference: if it is i it refers to the 

object of the verb, and if it is u, something distant, like 

a third person. The verb may also contain a reference to 

the object pronoun. 

The ergative also appears in Georgian, but the 

verb changes not only with respect to voice, but also with 

moods and tenses. 

Finally, as was the case with Avar, Tovar states 

that it is difficult to separate enclitics within words and 

that this may have made a difference in the suffix count. 
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The results obtained from both texts are shown in 

Table 7-

Table 7 . Results obtained by Tovar (with Caucasian) 

Avar Georgian 

1. Synthesis 2.22 2.17 

2. Agglutination 0.77 0. 9^1-

3. Compounding 1.11 1.00 

4. Derivation 0.02 0.02 

5. Gross Inflection 1.02 1.11 

6. Prefixing 0.26 0.33 

7. Suffixing 0.79 0.79 . 

8. Isolation 0. 2k- 0.32 

9. Pure Inflection 0.39 0.^3 

10. Concord 0.37 0.25 

What surprises Tovar most is the similarity in the 

indices of both languages, even though they belong to dif

ferent Caucasian groups: Georgian to the southern Caucasian 

and Avar to the Northeast Caucasian. He asks himself if 

this could be the result of geographical proximity, but 

points out that there is no comparable reason which could 

explain the similarities between these two languages and 

Basque. 
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Both Avar and Georgian are a little higher than 

Basque with respect to synthesis. The index of agglutina

tion in Basque is lower than that found in the Caucasian 

languages. The compounding index is a little undertain be

cause of the complications with enclitics. Both languages 

are very low in derivations, but very high in inflection. 

As far as prefixing is concerned, both languages are between 

Basque and Berber, and as far as suffixing, they are very 

near Basque. 

The isolation index is low in Georgian and Avar; how

ever, in Basque it is twice as high as in the latter. Pure 

inflection minus concord is a little higher than in Basque. 

These findings do not by any means simplify theories 

of genetic unity, not only among the Caucasian languages 

themselves, but between Caucasian and Basque. As Tovar 

adds: 11 ... in our earlier tables the typology of related 

languages shows not only similarity, but parallelism in the 

development through time" (I979s28). (See Table 8.) 

Table 8 • Typological results obtained by Tovar in 1977• 

Language Pr NA NG ND 

Welsh I + + + + 
Spanish II + + + — 

Basque III _ + + 
Avar (III) mm 

Georgian (III) - - - -

Quechua III • 
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What surfaces from this table is the following: 

Basque seems to be more of a Type III language with respect 

to its order SOV, but it shares certain traits with its 

neighbors, such as the NA order, and it is similar to Welsh 

with respect to its ND order. On the other hand, the 

Caucasian languages have better retained these Type III 

characteristics, but have moved more towards an SYO order. 

The typological study which Tovar has undertaken 

has given some glimpses into the possible explanation for 

these facts, but at this point, it still cannot be said 

with certainty that Basque originated in the area of the 

Caucasus, nor that the languages still remaining in the 

region were once its sisters. This would not necessarily 

have to be the case even if Basque and Caucasian were 

genetically related. For, as Diebold points out (personal 

communication, 1980), "a band of related languages between 

the Caucasus and the Pyrenees may have simply become ex

tinct," pushed aside by the intrusion of the Indo-European 

languages. 

Finally, a word about phonological typologies should 

be included. Although no formal work appears to have been 

done in this area under the general framework of typology, 

some observations have been made in more traditional com

parative schemes. Nevertheless, it can be summarized here 

that Basque and some Caucasian languages show similarities 

in their vowel and consonant systems. The vowel systems 
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are generally of the triangular type, and the consonant 

systems are much more varied in the affricate and fricative 

areas than other language groups, for example, Indo-

European. It must be noted, though, that Basque, as rich 

as it is in some consonants, pales in comparison to some 

of the Caucasian languages. 



CHAPTER 9 

BASQUE AND CAUCASIAN: NON-LINGUISTIC FACTORS 

When attempting to demonstrate that two geographi

cally separated peoples were once one in prehistoric times, 

linguistic evidence is usually the "best. If it can be 

shown that two or more geographically separated languages 

are indeed phylogenetically related, the inescapable 

linguistic conclusion is that the common ancestral language 

from which they evolved was spoken in a geographically con

tinuous range. 

In some case, prehistorians may be able to determine 

where in space that common ancestral homeland was located, 

and it is possible that this homeland might not be located 

in the area(s) where the descendant daughter languages are 

spoken. The geographical separation of the societies which 

today speak these genetically related languages could have 

come about in different ways, but the two most common are: 

first, dispersive migrations from the homeland of some one, 

several, or all of the groups speaking those languages; 

and second, the separation of the once continuous range of 

related languages by the intrusion of speakers of languages 

from other linguistic families. In the second case, it is 

of course possible that the speakers of the indigenous 

HH 



related languages survived as physical and cultural enti

ties in the area of intrusion, but that they eventually 

shifted their language to that of the intruding speakers. 

The main question here is whether geographically 

separated peoples who speak genetically related languages 

might not also share physical ("racial") and socio-

cultural particulars which are the result of their common 

origin and which further distinguish them from geographi

cally intervening peoples who do not share these traits. 

This question presents formidable problems. 

To begin with, it is possible to imagine peoples 

speaking genetically related languages undergoing such 

divergent sociocultural evolution one from the other that 

a culture historian or ethnographer who failed to examine 

the linguistic material could easily overlook their common 

origins. The New World Uto-Aztecan language family, which 

embraces some 20 to 30 languages, provides a good but by 

no means unique example. By the time of their first con

tacts with Europeans, this language family included 

speakers belonging variously to a gamut of greatly differing 

cultural types. In the greater southwest of the present 

United States were found, for example, the Hopi, the 

Comanche, and the Southern Paiute; in Central Mexico the 

Nahuatl-speaking Aztecs. Here one encounters the socio

cultural extremes of a technologically very simple hunting-

and gathering society living in small seasonably nomadic 
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bands (Southern Paiute), and a sophisticated and urbanized 

territorially expansionist empire with social classes, in

tensive hydraulic agriculture, metallurgy, and the begin

nings of a true writing system (Aztec). 

The second problem, which is the one more relevant 

to the question of Basque-Caucasian connections, is whether 

uniquely shared non-linguistic traits can be used with any 

confidence to strengthen or corroborate a weakly established 

claim of linguistic genetic relationship between geograph

ically separated peoples. Here the Basque and Caucasian 

peoples shall be examined to determine if there are any 

uniquely shared traits, first, with respect to genetically 

determined biological polymorphisms ("racial character

istics") and second, with respect to sociocultural content. 

Physical Similarities Between the Basque 
and the Caucasian Peonies 

According to Barandiaran (Ugalde 197^5 18), the 

Basque race as it is known today has existed for approxi

mately 7»000 years in its present location in the Pyrenees. 

However, Barandiaran also believes that one may go back in 

time further still and state that all the necessary evolu

tionary phases which led to the present Basque type also 

took place in the same region. 

The Basque race of today would appear to have 

evolved from a Cro-Magnon population which lived in the 
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southwest European area about 4-0,000 years ago. Even though 

no human remains of the Cro-Magnon man have been found in 

the region, other remains, utensils for example, linked to 

the Cro-Magnon population in other areas, have been found 

in the Basque country. 

What is interesting is that skeletal remains of 

Neanderthal man, dating back about 50,000 years, have been 

discovered in the Basque region. However, it is uncertain 

that Cro-Magnon evolved from Neanderthal, and equally un

clear is whether or not the evolution took place in the 

area of the Pyrenees. It is possible that Neanderthal man 

could have migrated elsewhere; the fact that there are no 

intermediary remains between Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon 

would appear to lend weight to this possibility. 

Later populations, which fit into the scheme between 

Cro-Magnon and the Basque of today, are well established 

through various findings throughout the region (Ugalde 

197^:19)• 

What are some of the characteristics that set 

Basques aside from other races? With respect to blood-type 

distribution there are a few salient facts: first, there is 

a very high frequency of blood type 0; second, there is a 

low frequency of type A; and third, the distribution of 

type B is the lowest in Europe. The Rh-negative factor is 

the highest in Europe and,. except for a few Berber tribes, 

the highest in the world (Ugalde 197^:^8). 
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Martial (19^1) poses the hypothesis that there was 

a Basque migration into the Caucasus. He is convinced that 

the Basques are a "primordial" race and does not admit to 

the idea that they might "be of oriental origin, as has been 

suggested by others. 

Martial derives some of the weight for this theory 

from the idea that any race which contains more than 15$ of 

the blood type B should be considered Asiatic. The South 

Caucasian or Kartvelian peoples all have a lower than 15$ 

proportion of type B: 7*1$ in the case of the Mingrelians; 

7.2$ in the case of the Svanis; 11.3$ in the case of the 

Georgians; 10.9$ in the case of the Imeretians (a west 

Georgian group); 9-8$ in the case of the Gurians (another 

West Georgian group) (Lafon 19^7*517)• As has been seen 

above, the Basques have the lowest proportion of type B in 

all of Europe. At the time of Martial's study, the distri

bution of the blood types was unknown for the Abkhaz 

people; however, he thought that if later studies proved 

it to be even remotely comparable to that of the Basques, 

then there was no doubt as to the validity of his migration 

theory. Lafon chides him for giving so much weight to one 

particular Caucasian group and wonders why the Abkhaz are 

so much more important than others. Perhaps Martial was 

thinking thus because of the close proximity of the Abkhaz 

to the Black Sea (and hence, one of the westernmost groups). 
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But, as Lafon aptly points out, does a similarity in 

the proportions of the blood groups necessarily prove a 

migration from West to East? (Or any migration for that 

matter?) Could a common ancestral origin not suffice as an 

explanation? 

In searching for more updated information, it was 

found that Mourant et al. (1976) confirm much of what the 

previously discussed authors state with regard to the 

Basques, specifically with regard to their blood groups. 

They drew some of the same parallels with respect to some 

Basque-Caucasian comparisons, presenting newer data: the 

low frequency of blood type B "is also low in several 

tribes of the Caucasus, and below 5 per cent in two of 

them, the Adzhartsi and the Svani" (Mourant 1976:6). 

Mourant later also states that the Adzhartsi have a 77$ 

frequency of Type 0. 

In a section devoted exclusively to the Basques, 

Mourant discusses the blood group frequencies among them 

and in the end states: 

The total evidence is consistent with Cavalli-
Sforza and Bodmer's interesting suggestion that 
the Basques are essentially the descendants of 
the late palaeolithic inhabitants of Western 
Europe who were encountered by the neolithic 
immigrants who brought in the agricultural 
revolution from the east (Mourant 1976:64). 

With regard to the peoples of the Caucasus, Mourant 

notes that there is a difference between the peoples of the 

western Caucasus and the rest, a difference which is 
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clearly shown in their blood groups" (1976:7^)• The blood 

type frequencies of the peoples of the western Caucasus 

are as follows: A-type frequenc 20%; B-type: 5f°» and 

O-type 75f°> with a sort of centrifugal increase of type 0. 

The percentages of types A and B are slightly higher in the 

eastern Caucasians, 25fo and 11% respectively, but to the 

north and south the frequency of B is much higher. 

As far as the Rh-factor is concerned, tests showed 

a high d frequency of U-1%, compared to the Basques who are 

the only population of any size with more than $0% <1 genes. 

Mourant adds that "It has been suggested that the present 

population of Europe is the result of a comparatively re

cent mixing of two races, the mainly D-positive and the 

other D-negative £i.e. d]" (1976:127)- Because of the 

frequency of d genes in the Basques he suggested "their 

identification as such an ancestral race." This, he adds, 

is an oversimplification of the facts, but is perhaps true. 

Summarizing his observations, Mourant states: 

"Taken as a whole the blood group frequencies of the Svani 

and of other Caucasian populations suggest western rather 

than eastern connections ..." (1976:7^)• ^ is his 

opinion that the similarities in ABO blood groups among 

the peoples of the Caucasus which are in sharp contrast 

with those around them "can have little doubt that the 

Caucasian peoples as a whole represent one very ancient 

relict population, surrounded by populations arising from 
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various degrees of hybridization with newcomers who perhaps 

arrived and peopled the rest of Europe at the time of the 

Neolithic revolution" (1976:74). 

Mourant notes the "close resemblance" in the ABO 

frequency distribution between the Caucasians and several 

other isolated populations in the mountains, islands, and 

deserts of Europe and the Mediterranean and notes that 

it is intriguing to speculate as to whether 
... it is the expression of an original close 
relationship, or whether, at the other extreme, 
their very isolation ... is itself the cause 
. . . Perhaps the truth lies between these two 
possibilities (1976:74). 

To inquire into the value that current anthropology 

places upon such "uniquely shared traits" as diagnostics 

for a prehistoric connection between peoples shown to share 

them, Stini and Zegura were consulted on the matter. It 

is their opinion (personal communication, 1980) that the 

coincidences adduced are both suggestive and unusual and 

certainly worthy of further research. However, even though 

the facts presented could point to a common genetic popula

tion, they need not do so, because the coincidences could 

be due either to genetic drift or to common selective 

pressures. 

Sociocultural Similarities Between 
the Basque and the Caucasian Peoples 

Here consideration shall be given almost exclusively 

to what anthropologists have traditionally discussed as 



cultural traits and not the more sociological aspects of 

the social organization. This decision is forced by two 

considerations concerning social structures: first, the 

earlier historic (let alone the prehistoric) social organi

zation of the Basque and Caucasian peoples is very imper

fectly known; and second, the realization that typologically 

very similar social structures can evolve independently 

among peoples known to have no historical connection, the 

result, in most cases, of parallel sociocultural adapta

tion to comparable environments using comparable technol

ogies . 

One is also aware of certain difficulties in the 

unique sharing of cultural items, especially the items of 

"material culture" which will be focused on here. Some of the 

same difficulties which confront the linguist who under

takes long-range comparison present themselves. One must 

eschew cultural universals as diagnostic of cultural con

nections since these by definition cannot be uniquely 

shared and any two cultures will show such a similarity. 

One must be careful in interpretations of uniquely 

shared but accidental similarities. Diffusionists, or 

other theorists who are reluctant to admit coincidence or 

independent parallel developments, are not adverse to 

seizing upon isolated instances of similarities between two 

geographically separate cultures in order to posit a 

historical connection. An interesting and well-discussed 
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case in point is the extraordinary similarity in name and 

form between the Aztec game of chance called -patolli and 

the comparable game from India which in English is called 

parcheesi or mchisi (from the Hindi name uaclsl). Both 

are backgammon-like games played on similar cruciform 

grids. Earlier commentators seized upon the names as being 

loanwords, specifically, that the Aztec was a loanword from 

the Indie name (and hence indicated some kind of prehistoric 

trans-Pacific contacts). But it is easy to show etymolog-

ically that patolli and nachisi are respectively native to 

Aztec (Nahuatl) and Indo-Aryan, and therefore, that a pre

historic connection is unnecessary to explain their simi

larity (Diebold personal communication, 1980). 

What one would most like to find by way of evidence 

for the prehistoric connections between two geographically 

separated peoples is not a list of a few disparate shared 

cultural items, but rather whole complexes of them. Addi

tionally, in the case of material culture traits, that 

they be not only archaic and indigenous to the two areas, 

but also comparable in form and function. 

What, then, are some of the cultural similarities 

that exist between the Basque and the Caucasian peoples? 

According to Fouche' (19^2.), who also believes the 

Basque-Caucasian language unity is well-established, the 

Basque language was brought to its present location by a 

Caucasian migration during the Copper Age. Fouche is of 
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the opinion that they not only brought the language, hut 

also the "copper industry, the campaniform vase, and the 

megalithic technology" (Lafon 19^7:518). 

Fouche' bases his theory on the archeological work 

of Pericot Garcia who, unlike his master Bosch-Gimpera, 

accepts many factors which appear to link the cultures of 

the Iberian Peninsula with those of the Orient. Fouche' 

also accepts the theory that copper was certainly brought 

to the Iberian Peninsula by waves of immigrants. It is not 

only the importation of copper that, in Fouche''s view, 

gives weight to a theory of Caucasian invasion. Two other 

factors also lend credence to the hypothesis: first, the 

campaniform vase, and second, megalithic constructions. 

Fouche' believes that the megaliths which appeared in the 

southwest of the Iberian Peninsula about 2,^00 B.C. are 

linked to the arrival of copper, not only here but also 

in Southern Italy and North Africa. 

As far as the campaniform vase is concerned, 

several authorities consider it to have originated either 

in Egypt or Asia Minor. These factors, then, convince 

Fouche' that Asian (according to Lafon, when Fouche' speaks 

in terms of Asian, he means Caucasian) influences contrib

uted in forming the Basque culture of the Copper Age. 

Lafon finds these theories consistent with his 

own; nevertheless, he finds fault with the linguistic 

implications of Fouche''s theory, because, except for Hittite, 
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the languages of the area are not known to us until later, 

and there is nothing to prove that they are related to the 

Caucasian languages. 

One final word about megaliths: according to 

present-day Basque folklore, the construction of dolmens is 

attributed "to a. fabulous race, foreign to the country, 

gifted with a Herculean force and a magic power, that of 

the Mairiak (plural of Mairu)" (Lafon 19^+7 s 523) • Yet in all 

of the folktales about them there is not one mention of 

where these people came from. 

What emerges from this discussion is not at all 

clear, but it is safe to say that there are two opposing 

camps with regard to the issue. There is, on the one hand, 

the camp, led by Barandiaraii, which claims that the Basques 

have had an in situ development for at least 7>000 years (or 

many more if one accepts the association of the present 

population with that of Cro-Magnon and Neanderthal). This 

theory is concordant with the opinion of Michelena who be

lieves that the Basque language is autochthonous. The idea 

that Basques might have migrated to the Caucasus, as sug

gested by Martial, is not contrary to the opinions of this 

camp; however, the reasons Martial uses as support for his 

theory are quite suspect. 

On the other hand is the camp, led by Fouche and 

his followers, who believe there was a migration into the 

Basque area around 2,4-00 B.C. 
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A third position does not seem to have been taken 

by any known supporters. It would be led by those who 

posit the possibility that there were no migrations in

volved, but simply a wide band of contiguous populations 

who later either dispersed or were forced out by intruders. 



CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSION 

After examining the materials available, what con

clusion can be reached? The question may be looked at from 

two sides: First, what does the evidence presented in favor 

of an Euskaro-Caucasian relationship show? Second, with 

what has been shown in hand, how does it measure up to what 

has been accomplished in other instances of establishment 

of ancient genetic affiliations? 

Consideration will be given first to the evidence 

presented with regard to Basque and Caucasian. Within the 

framework of the comparative method, one could legitimately 

say that the problem is about midway towards being resolved. 

What has been shown is promising, but the outcome of what 

remains to be done is difficult to discern. It is here 

that the present author wishes to adopt a more neutral, 

middle-ground position than the two extremes which seem to 

represent the views of others interested in this field, 

linguists like Bouda and Lafon on one side, and linguists 

like Michelena and Vogt on the other. The proponents of 

an Euskaro-Caucasian phylogeny, even though they do not 

actually claim to have shown irrevocable proof, are guided 

by some ill-defined intuition which makes them act as if 

154 
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indeed the relationship were a fact. Skeptics, on the 

other hand, appear to "be overly harsh in their criticisms 

of the evidence presented, even though they do recognize 

the value of the work done by those who have defended the 

hypothesis. 

That lexical resemblances exist cannot be denied; 

that Bouda in his enthusiasm was not always careful also 

cannot be denied. But when the lexical resemblances number 

more than 500, a few incorrect ones can be eliminated, and 

there still remain a significantly large number to be 

reckoned with. However, again it cannot be denied that 

Vogt is justified in asking that the question of the in

ternal genetic unity of the Caucasian languages be resolved 

before any wider comparison be attempted. Yet Lafon is 

also justified in stating that if lexical similarities 

between Basque and any Caucasian language are noticed, they 

must at least be examined by the linguist who is aware of 

them. (And the morphological matchings presented by Lafon 

are quite enticing.) The proponents of the Euskaro-

Caucasian hypothesis have noticed these similarities, have 

compiled them, have examined them, and have presented the 

data to other linguists, but they have not really claimed 

to have established proof, only that they have adduced 

sufficient evidence for a defensible hypothesis. 

The first attempts at the establishment of sound 

correspondences look promising, yet much more remains to 
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be done. Their systematicity is still insufficiently 

developed to constitute incontrovertible proof. As to 

the reconstruction of Proto-Euskaro-Caucasian, this stage 

will necessarily need to be postponed until the questions 

mentioned are resolved. One does not, cannot reconstruct 

a proto-form from putative descendant cognates among which 

sound correspondences have not been first rigorously estab

lished . 

What can be said of the contributions of lexico-

statistics to this field? Certainly the study by Tovar 

(I96I) is not sufficiently indicative of phylogeny. The 

percentages arrived at are very low, too low to offer any 

real insights. Yet, at the same time, because of this 

very fact, they are consistent with the Basque-Caucasian 

hypothesis; if the languages are indeed genetically related 

at a very great time-depth, one would simply not be able 

to see any higher percentages after such great depths of 

time. 

The results of the typological studies, also by 

Tovar (1977 and 1979)» are a little more encouraging to 

a genetic relationship if only because they help to 

support the tentative findings accomplished through more 

traditional methods. Basque, Georgian, and Avar are all 

found to be Type III languages, a fact which does not 

prove anything in and of itself, but which makes the theory 
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more appealing, particularly when, for example, the 

ergative marker is identical in both phonetic shape and 

syntactic "behavior in Basque and several Caucasian lan

guages. 

The findings in the blood-type distribution are 

most intriguing; they appear to lend even more weight to 

the hypothesis. What does remain to be done is a thorough 

ethnographic and ethnohistorical comparison of the Basques 

with at least some of the major peoples of the Caucasus; 

to look at their traditions, customs, and mythologies, for 

example, to see if there are any indications of a pre

historic connection in these domains. Comparative arche^-

ology may also be expected to make contributions, and one 

eagerly notes that there has been a great increase in 

(apolitical) archeological investigations throughout the 

Soviet Union. 

One must at least admit that all the evidence so 

far presented points towards the likelihood of some 

historical relationship. However, if one matches these 

attempts with what has been accomplished elsewhere in the 

field of ancient genetic affiliations, the scales do not 

tip in favor of the evidence of an Euskaro-Caucasian phy-

logeny. One need look no further than at Indo-European 

and Uralic comparative linguistics to see that the results 

of the comparative method achieved in these cases outshine 

the glimmers which have begun to appear in Euskaro-Caucasian. 
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But perhaps this comparison is not just because Indo-

European studies have certain advantages which Basque and 

Caucasian studies do not have. Among these advantages are 

the following: First, comparative Indo-European studies 

have well over a hundred years headstart; second, whereas 

Basque was not written until very late and on the Caucasian 

side, only Georgian has a long literary tradition, Indo-

European enjoyed the benefit of the existence of many 

ancient written languages, for example, Greek, Latin, 

Hittite, and Sanskrit; third, most of the Indo-European 

scholars were well versed in some of these classical lan

guages; fourth, there were unbroken written records in many 

Indo-European branches from ancient to modern, for example, 

Old English through New English; and last, there was con

siderable knowledge about the early history and pre

history of some of the Indo-European speakers and their 

cultures. 

A mass comparative study of the sort successfully 

carried out by Greenberg in Africa would help tremendously 

in aiding to solve the issue of Caucasian unity. So would, 

for that matter, a lexicostatistic study of the type done 

by Dyen with the Austronesian languages. There can be no 

doubt that by settling the question of Caucasian unity the 

problems of a Basque-Caucasian study would not only be 

greatly simplified, but also greatly advanced. 
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If Basque were brought to trial, what would the 

verdict be? Would it be "guilty" of a genetic association 

with Caucasian or would it remain "innocent" for lack of 

proof? These would appear to be the only possible deci

sions, especially in view of the Anglo-Saxon legal tradi

tion as practiced in the United States and most of England. 

However, as Diebold has pointed out, Scots criminal law 

provides a third choice, the well-known Scots verdict "not 

proven." This does not mean that the court believes in 

the innocence of the accused; quite to the contrary, the 

court believes in the guilt of the accused, but cannot 

prove the case by established admissible procedures. So it 

is with Basque; its genetic affiliation with the Caucasian 

languages is "not proven," but one has unacceptable reasons 

for believing it "guilty." Fortunately, Basque can be 

tried again and again; and as acceptable evidence accumu

lates, one shall probably be able to obtain a more defini

tive verdict. 
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